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Flicker. Flicker. Flicker. A LIGHT turns on.

It glistens, surrounded by darkness.

We move in closer, suddenly an ERUPTION OF LIGHTS fly past us 
as we push through SPACE.

A DAZZLING STAR FIELD.

We continue to push on throughout the OPENING CREDITS.

Progressively we move FASTER and FASTER.

The STARS whiz past at an INCREASING RATE.

Before suddenly; DARKNESS.

There is nothing.

ETERNAL

INT. HYADAS BEDROOM - ???

A spine tingling SCREAM bursts from ZOE (40) as she awakens 
in her room. She is an Asian woman in exceptional shape. Her 
hair is short, not falling past her ears.

Everything is white and clean in the room; it includes a TUBE 
CHAMBER, and a SINK. All seem to feature technology greatly 
superior to that of the 21st century.

Zoe wipes a tear out of her eye. She is panting 
uncontrollably.

She pulls herself to her feet... her feet. Her legs. Body. 
It's all familiar and yet she looks at them with great 
fascination.

There's a MIRROR on one of the walls by a sink.

She rushes over to it. She runs her hands across her face as 
she inspects her appearance.

Her red sore eyes... Her teeth.

She watches her chest as she breathes in and out.

Like a sudden THWACK in the back of the head an agonizing 
MIGRAINE hits!

Arghh!

Zoe calms herself and looks around her surroundings.
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ZOE
(To whomever may hear)

HELLO! HELLO!

She walks to a wall. There is a SWITCH illuminated in green.

She ACTIVATES the switch triggering a slider to fall away and 
reveal the wall is in fact a WINDOW -- There burned into the 
window -- 'COLATLO'

CUT TO:

ZOE exits the chamber again -- This time she wears an 
UNDERGARMENT that resemble CHAIN ARMOUR.

Outside the window there is nothing but DARKNESS.

Behind Zoe a PROJECTION appears.

A younger version of herself; MOTHER. She wears a BLUE 
JUMPSUIT. A significant CHUNK OF HER FACE is cut off the 
PROJECTION - which flickers on and off, DISAPPEARING AND 
REAPPEARING.

PROJECTION
Hello Zoe.

ZOE
Who... who are you?! Who... who am 
I?

PROJECTION
You must be very confu - confu - 
confused. I am here to help with 
that.

Her voice is stern and cuts like a knife... yet is seemingly 
intended as friendly.

Zoe turns to find herself face to face with her younger self.

PROJECTION (CONT'D)
I am Zoe too. But to you, I am 
Mother. You are my clone. These are 
pre-recorded messages - no 
communication or interaction 
between the two of us will be 
possible.

Zoe looks herself up and down.

Before darting across the room to see a mirror... the 
likeness is terrifying.
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MOTHER
While this may be troubling for you 
to understand, I need you to regain 
composure quickly.

Zoe runs her hand across her face. She turns back to the 
projection.

MOTHER (CONT'D)
Since this information is 
important, your position will be 
locked to ensure it is received 
properly.

A COMPUTERIZED VOICE speaks through the SHIP.

SHIP
AM - Activating daily Armour lock - 
Zoe.

The Armour like UNDERGARMENT Zoe wears turns to a GLOWING 
RED. She attempts to move however all but her head is locked 
in place. She struggles.

MOTHER
As one of my clones your lifespan 
lasts only one day. At the end of 
it, you will die.

ZOE
What?!...

Zoe lets out a CRY IN SHOCK.

MOTHER
To prevent your body from failing 
before it is too soon you must 
inject yourself with one of these 
at allocated times during the day.

The PROJECTION of Mother pulls a SMALL BLUE SYRINGE from out 
of view, presses it into her wrist. She SMILES after doing 
so.

MOTHER (CONT'D)
Now. In your time, you will receive 
a series of preset tasks which will 
require you to maintain this ship 
you are currently on board. These 
tasks must be fulfilled before the 
day is through.

Suddenly a projection of a small one person CARGO VESSEL 
appears next to Mother.

MOTHER (CONT'D)
This is where you are. The Hyadas.
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Suddenly the PROJECTION expands. CHILDREN emerge from the 
walls RUNNING AND PLAYING together, they are of all human 
race. The PROJECTION continues to flicker and the children do 
so too.

MOTHER (CONT'D)
This ship carries the fertilized 
eggs of 23,000 humans. A 
colonization mission in the making.

Suddenly Mother's SMILE disappears. She turns to look away in 
the PROJECTION.

Distressed her attention is returned to Zoe.

MOTHER (CONT'D)
(Hesitant)

Sadly... there simply isn't time to 
explain everything about your role 
further. Therefore we offer a 
choice - if you wish not to partake 
in the mission, simply return to 
your chamber and a new clone will 
be submitted.

Zoe's Armour turns GREEN. However she does not move. Her eyes 
dart from side to side.

Zoe looks back to the chamber she exited from. She presses a 
red button to its side, closing the panel and causing it to 
slide behind a wall.

MOTHER (CONT'D)
Wonderful.

The PROJECTION disappears.

She walks over to the counter. A dispenser machine sits with 
a blue light glowing. She presses it and a SYRINGE drops into 
a compartment bellow.

She takes it out. Deep breath. and inserts it into her arm. 
She winces but it barely hurts.

The sting of her Migraine vanishes immediately. She jolts up 
brimming with energy.

She looks out the window again at the stars as they fly past 
the window.

Suddenly panels across the walls of the room rotate round 
revealing numerous tools, screwdrivers and an OMNITOOL. She 
picks the tool up. It has a SLIDER of settings.

'For dense metals only.'

At first puzzled. She proceeds to pull away sliders and mesh 
wiring to reveal a battery slot. 
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At which she pulls a battery from the toolkit and slots it 
in. The Omnitool glows red, ready for action.

INT. ENGINE ROOM - ???

Zoe walks down a round ENGINE ROOM in the SHIP.

It is illuminated white. Though the panels of the walls and 
floor look significantly aged. In the center of the room a 
several meter wide tunnel drops straight down to a pulsating

BALL OF ENERGY.

MOTHER
(V.O - speakers)

You will find you pre-contain an 
extensive knowledge of engineering 
necessity to the maintaining this 
ship.

Zoe latched onto a railing at the hole, wielding wiring in 
the tunnel. She is holding some sort of digital checklist as 
she checks a water line. It is intact. - CHECK.

CUT TO.

We see her PULLING BACK a MONITOR in a different part of the 
same CORRIDOR to see its wiring - all of which is ILLUMINATED 
PURPLE. There is no fault. - CHECK.

CUT TO.

We see her leave this room and climb to the CONTROL DECK. As 
she approaches it another Mother PROJECTION appears.

MOTHER (CONT'D)
(Typically cheerful)

You may find these to be basic 
tasks, but they are all you need to 
play your part in the voyage to a 
new beginning.

She turns to look back towards her bedroom just down the 
sleek white hallway.

MOTHER (CONT'D)
Don't forget. By playing your small 
part you become a part of saving 
the lives of billions of little 
children.

Zoe driven, walks straight through the projection to the 
control deck.
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INT. SHIP CONTROL DECK - ???

Zoe enters the CONTROL DECK. For something so significant its 
drastically unimpressive. The room would barely fit 5 people 
snugly. Like a small closet fit with one MONITOR.

At the front of the room is a large window, its shutter 
closed. She searches for a button. It's not lit. She presses 
it, nothing.

On the MONITOR there lies a single button. 'Scan'.

She PRESSES the BUTTON. A LOADING BAR zips across the screen.

SHIP V.O
Scan complete. No further faults 
within Hyadas. Time till 
destination arrival... Unknown.

INT. HYADAS BEDROOM - ???

Zoe is PANTING HEAVILY. She is weak.

ZOE
Is there anything else I can do. I 
can do more... I can do more!

Suddenly her ARMOUR LOCKS RED.

She looks down, somber.

ZOE (CONT'D)
Oh... I - I'm not ready...

It moves her body for her. SHE HAS NO CONTROL.

With great restraint on Zoe's behalf her leg is FORCED 
FORWARD. Then the other. Zoe TUGS her head back and forward. 
She's stuck!

The Armour is FORCING her to lay in the bed.

ZOE (CONT'D)
I can do more! let me do more!

Another PROJECTION appears.

MOTHER
Thank you so much. This concludes 
your day. But note - just one day 
of contribution - leads to a new 
eternity for life in our universe.

The PROJECTION disappears.

Zoe still panting heavily. She grows weary.
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The Armour unlocks. But Zoe is weak, she falls to the chamber 
sliding back into position.

She closes her eyes.

ZOE
An eternity for life in our 
universe... Okay.

She nods to herself.

Laying slower and slower.... before drifting away.

The clock. 11:59.

In her final moments before death she presses the button to 
open the window.Â  She looks out, and calms her breathing. As 
her eyes begin to slide shut as all remaining life drains 
from her body... she smiles.

DARKNESS. NOTHING BUT DARKNESS.

BEGIN MONTAGE:

- Zoe awakens SCREAMING in the bedroom.

ZOE
Who am I?!

- Mothers PROJECTION appears again.

MOTHER
I am Mother, your Mother...

- Zoe takes a BLUE SYRINGE.

- Zoe shoves it in her arm

INT. SHIP DECK - ???

- In the CORRIDOR a conflicted Zoe is swarmed by PROJECTION 
children with the PROJECTION of Mother smiling at her once 
more.

MOTHER
...You need to play your part in 
the voyage to a new beginning...

INT. SHIP CONTROL DECK - ???

- In the CONTROL DECK, Zoe taps the scan button on the 
MONITOR. A loading bar whizzes across the screen.
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SHIP
Scan complete. No further faults 
within Hyadas. Time till 
destination arrival... Unknown.

INT. HYADAS BEDROOM - ???

- With her Armour locked red she is forced into the bed, 
Mothers PROJECTION lingering over her.

MOTHER
...This concludes your day.

ZOE
Did I make a difference? Was it 
worth it

- Zoe awakens SCREAMING!

ZOE (CONT'D)
(V.O)

Who are you!? Who am I?!

MOTHER
I am Mother, your Mother.

- Zoe is stood by the window

SHIP
Flight date: 7.8,280,258

- Zoe takes a BLUE SYRINGE.

INT. SHIP DECK - ???

- Zoe pulls out a MONITOR in the CORRIDOR to check its wires 
are intact.

MOTHER
(V.O)

As one of my clones your lifespan 
only lasts one day.

- Zoe has lifted one of the CORRIDORS floor PANELS and is 
scanning the inside. 'Scan Complete - No current faults'

INT. HYADAS BEDROOM - ???

- Zoe stands by the syringe dispensers in her room. She 
requests another out of curiosity. On a small display screen 
on the dispenser - 'Denied - you have reached your daily 
limit'.

- Zoe is weak, laying in the bed. Near death. Mother's 
PROJECTION stands over her.
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ZOE
... Let me do... more.

INT. HYADAS BEDROOM - ???

- Zoe awakens SCREAMING

SHIP
Flight date: 7.8,846,069

Cut to.

- Zoe is surrounded by the PROJECTION children

- The state of the bedroom is beginning to tarnish, with the 
white walls seemingly becoming darker.

MOTHER
These are the children you save...

INT. SHIP CORRIDOR - ???

- This clone of Zoe checks behind the MONITOR performing 
maintenance.

INT. SHIP CONTROL DECK - ???

- Zoe is stood in the control deck once again.

SHIP
Time till destination arrival: 
unknown.

INT. HYADAS BEDROOM - ???

- Zoe awakens SCREAMING!

SHIP
Flight date: 8.0,190,008

- Zoe SCREAMS as her red Locked armour forces her back into 
the bed.

ZOE
It was worth -- was it worth it? 
Please I want to live.

- An alternate Zoe drearily closing her eyes in bed. The 
state of the bedroom has deteriorated as well - with 
substitute doors on cabinets and grayer walls.

Its clear frequent effort to refurbish the room takes place. 
But time is slowly beginning to take it's toll.
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MOTHER V.O
...leads to a new eternity for life 
in our universe

Cut to.

- Zoe climbing out of bed

SHIP
Flight date: 8.1,080,900

INT. HYADAS BEDROOM - ???

- A drowsy Zoe climbs into bed.

MOTHER
Thank you... So... Much.

- Zoe's eyes close.

The clock reads 11:59.

- She looks at the stars once more... she smiles.

END MONTAGE

All that is visible is DARKNESS... which suddenly transitions 
to a dark red. Then slowly back into a black. Then red again.

Zoe slowly opens her eyes. She is beyond weak. Once again 
wearing nothing but the chain male like armour she awakens 
in.

In the room an emergency alarm rings off and on again as the 
SHIP'S emergency lights flash.

SHIP
Emergency. Emergency. Support 
required in control deck. Life 
control systems error.

She falls off the bed onto the floor. She lets out a brief 
cry of exhaustion.

A red emergency light flashes illuminating her previously 
white room.

ZOE
I'm alive! I'm actually alive... 

She roars with joy.

Like a flame burning inside her she falls into intense AGONY, 
clutching her head.

Argh! Slowly, in agony she rolls across the floor.
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The syringe! Maybe she can get more now!

She slowly drags herself towards the dispenser, letting out 
weeps of AGONY as she goes.

Her eyes a Bloodshot red.

Reaching as far as she can her hand rises up the faded white 
wall to reach the dispenser.

With a last effort SMACK of the button; a BLUE Syringe falls 
out the dispenser. Thank god!

The sachet hits the floor, as it does she throws her head 
over it, lifting it off the floor with her mouth.

A dry and painful jab to the arm. success. But how long will 
it take to work... slowly but surely she becomes too weak to 
stay awake, she rolls to her back.

DARKNESS slowly begins to creep around her vision before...

It's working! Her sight returning. Her energy returning.

GASP! With her strength returning she pulls herself to her 
feet.

SHIP
Emergency. Emergency. Support 
required in control deck. Life 
control systems error.

Through her influx of emotions, the one that escapes above 
all is joy.

Zoe activates the switch to slide down the window shutter. 
Once again she is faced with nothing but DARKNESS.

ZOE
(Exhausted)

Fuck... What... year?

SHIP
Flight date - 8.1,080,901.

Before she ponders that she notices something... on the 
window. It's got writing in a burned across it... from the 
Omnitool perhaps? 'DO AS SHE SAYS!'.

Zoe gasps! Taking a step back.

INT. SHIP CONTROL DECK - ???

Zoe rushes to control deck.
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SHIP V.O
Emergency. Support required in 
control deck.

Zoe hesitantly approaches the control MONITOR. Once again the 
familiar scan button. She presses it. A load bar whizzes 
across the screen however halts halfway.

SHIP V.O (CONT'D)
Error located. Life control systems 
have malfunctioned. This is an 
exterior fault, space-walk suits or 
android assistance will be 
necessity. Displaying grid fault 
location now.

ZOE
Android...

On the screen a 3D blueprint of the SHIP rotates to its 
underside and zooms in. Wait a sec...

She pulls at the hologram zooming out. It's a different ship 
entirely. A gigantic craft with TENDRILS that stretch and 
rotate around humongous BALL OF ENERGY.

Zoe is lost for words.

ZOE (CONT'D)
But... where am I?

Suddenly the hologram zooms and rotates into one of the 
TENDRILS. A bleeping red dot points to her location.

ZOE (CONT'D)
That's... impossible.

She buries her head in her hands before something catches her 
attention. The shutter... its BUTTON is illuminated.

Claw marks scratch across the button. She runs her finger 
over them then presses it.

The shutter slides open. The view is mesmerizing -- The ship 
extends a mile across the tendril she sees. A GLOWING BALL of 
ENERGY soaks her in blue light -- The RED EMERGENCY lights of 
the ship flash across a million windows... like stars of 
their own.

There's something moving in the SHIP past the windows! A 
SILHOUETTED figure... not too far away.

It stops at one of the windows. It's the shape of a human 
being...

Zoe is startled... terrified even. She doesn't move. Neither 
does it. Is it looking at her? It's impossible to tell with 
it silhouetted by the flashing red emergency lights.
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Suddenly it darts right, moving towards her section of the 
SHIP. Zoe jolts back nervously.

The silhouette in the lights disappears out of view from the 
SHIP control deck window.

Zoe jumps pack, she darts back down the stairs.

INT. ENGINE ROOM - ???

Wall. Wall. Wall. There's no way it can get in.

She grabs her Omnitool from her belt. It holds like a gun. 
She pulls down a slider, shifts a wire, then slides it back.

She points it down the tunnel in the center of the room and 
fires!

SHWOP! It fires like a blaster. A warning appears on its 
screen...

'Caution, Power Beyond Maximum'.

Zoe throws a harness around her and drops down the tunnel -- 
she hangs clutching her gun... waiting.

Footsteps can be heard as it runs towards her from the other 
side of the wall. It stops.

BANG. BANG. BANG. With each bang Zoe flinches.

The white metal of the wall directly besides her begins to 
dent inward.

BANG. BANG. With one final bang a fist punches through the 
wall.

It is barely a meter away. She stares at this impossibly pale 
hand... There's something strange about it... the skin has 
fallen away to reveal a mesh, metallic underneath.

Another hand appears, tearing the metal of the wall to each 
side creating a pathway through.

There's a whole other CORRIDOR behind the wall leading to the 
rest of the SHIP...

The RED EMERGENCY LIGHTING silhouettes a tall MUSCULAR FIGURE 
standing in the newly created doorway.

The figure steps forward.

A young Woman with an inhuman face, no nose and limited 
features besides her piercing eyes. She is naked, yet lacks 
any genitals, like a mannequin. However, the body has 
deteriorated, scratches across the face reveal a METALLIC 
MESH UNDERNEATH. 
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Whole chunks of flesh on the arm are missing revealing a 
mesh, metal substance like that she saw on her hand.

A finger on one of her hands is missing, all that remains is 
several wires falling where it once stood. The colour of her 
skin is stark white. She's an ANDROID.

ANDROID
(Emotionless, deep)

Who are you?

ZOE
(After a concerned pause)

I don't know... I don't

The Android speedily walks towards her. She grabs her harness 
and pulls her up from the Tunnel. She climbs to her feet, 
pointing her Omnitool to her.

ANDROID
Who are you?!

The Android stops. It tilts its head. Its eyes flash as it 
looks her up and down.

ANDROID (CONT'D)
(Curious)

My scanner is broken. You?

ZOE
I'm...

The Android no longer seems so intimidating... more curious 
and excited.

ANDROID
(Inquisitively)

I have not seen a human in over 
seven million Earth years. What 
function do you play on the ship?

Zoe debates the question as she holds her makeshift weapon 
steady.

ZOE
I maintain it...

ANDROID
If you control the ship, why is 
there a wall between you and 
compartments 1-170?

She gestures her weapon at Her.

ZOE
I...
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Suddenly she breaks down, sobbing profusely. The Android 
steps back.

ZOE (CONT'D)
Don't fucking move!

It looks closely at her, tilting its head in curiosity.

ANDROID
Your Earth name?

ZOE
Zoe.

ANDROID
I am Hyadas Android 121C.

ZOE
Are you going to kill me?...

ANDROID
For what purpose would I do that?

ZOE
I don't know... but...

ROY
Would a human name help you, you 
can call me Roy?

She lowers her weapon. Roy stares into her eyes. Her eyes 
flash and scan her once more.

ROY (CONT'D)
My scanner is still broken. I 
require assistance.

In the background the faint sound of the SHIP error message 
can be heard again.

ZOE
Can you serve?

ROY
I am faulty. Also my scanner is 
broken.

Roy points to her eye... with her missing finger.

ROY (CONT'D)
Also I have lost my finger. You 
will fix this error for me. Then I 
will continue my work.

She looks stunned.

ZOE
Do as I say.
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ROY
I am. But you must follow my order 
first.

ZOE
How are you even giving an order?

ROY
I do not understand.

Roy turns and walks away.

Zoe stands perfectly still in amazement.

INT. CONTROL DECK - ???

Roy and Zoe enter the control deck with haste. They rush in 
and straight over to the screen. Roy explores her surrounding 
with her eyes.

ROY
Curious, I recognize this part of 
the ship yet I am unfamiliar with 
it.

ZOE
I was told it was the control 
deck...

ROY
The control deck is located on Deck 
at the front of the ship.

Roy approaches the MONITOR. She swipes away at it.

ROY (CONT'D)
It seems this control deck only 
caters to this small facility 
within the ship. Life Control.

Zoe approaches the MONITOR, which is highlighting a tiny 
fraction of the huge SHIP.

ZOE
I was told this was the only 
accessible part...

ROY
(Her interest peaked)

By whom? It would seem you've been 
lied to.

Zoe looks at the inquisitive android.

Her hand comfortably close to the handle of her Omnitool. 
Just in case.
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ZOE
(Suddenly afraid)

I can't remember...

Roy is vacant to Zoe's sudden confusion.

ROY
If you do remember then please let 
me know.

Roy taps one further button on the MONITOR.

SHIP V.O
Error located. Life control systems 
have malfunctioned. Deck 12E, Grid

Not to Roy's knowledge Zoe falls to the ground behind Her.

SHIP V.O (CONT'D)
This is an exterior malfunction, 
space-walk suits or android 
assistance will be necessity. 
Displaying grid fault location now.

ROY
I will take you to this location.

Roy taps a few more on screen buttons. She seems to be able 
to access areas of the MONITOR that no Zoe was ever able to 
by entering some kind of access code.

Shortly after she does so all the emergency red lighting and 
announcements stop. Roy nods to himself in satisfaction.

ROY (CONT'D)

She turns round. Zoe is on the floor, her eyes stark red. She 
takes a moment to watch Zoe writhing in pain. She clutches at 
her forehead in agony.

ROY (CONT'D)
Are all humans like you?

Zoe is panting heavily.

ROY (CONT'D)
You seem so... fragile.

ZOE
My head burns.

ROY
Is this new?

Zoe in a state grabs Roy by the back of the head and pulls 
Her face to face with her.
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ZOE
Just get me to the error.

ROY
Certainly.

Zoe is pulling herself to her feet.

Upon catching her breath she barely hesitates before heading 
in the direction of the error.

INT. SHIP CORRIDOR - ???

The control deck doors slide open and a hasty Zoe rushes out.

Following just behind her, watching her closely is Roy.

ZOE
Which way - the ship said it wasn't 
in this deck.

Roy walks past her in the CORRIDOR.

She positions himself at the exact right spot.

Boom! She drives her fist at great strength through the wall.

She pulls with all her strength as the rusted white metal 
walls split to either side, revealing yet another hidden

CORRIDOR.

This CORRIDOR is certainly different. It extends much further 
than the one Zoe's inhabited. It seems much OLDER and RUSTED 
as well. Zoe is amazed.

She turns her head to look at the hole punched earlier by 
Roy. Which leads to a CORRIDOR of similar size and exterior.

ZOE
Why didn't we just use the other 
hole?...

She turns back to Roy. She is silent staring at her hand. The 
SKIN and FLESH have PEELED AWAY -- a METAL MESH is revealed -- 
Her hand hangs from her wrist.

She grabs it by her free hand - the one missing a finger - 
With a slight TUG the hand comes clean off.

Roy stares intently at her hand now on the floor. Is he 
contemplating... evaluating? Her eyes FLICKER.

ROY
My scanner is broken.
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Roy slides down a hatch on her chest -- inside is a storage 
COMPARTMENT with a number of tools and parts of her mesh body 
that have fallen off - including her finger.

She wait patiently as she stares inside her chest -- Roy 
gestures at her HAND on the floor.

Zoe takes a step back, prompting Roy to stumble to pick up 
the hand himself and place it in her chest.

INT. HYADAS PRIMARY DECK - ???

Zoe walks further down the area of the ship no other clone 
had ever uncovered -- Roy joins, her silicon skin falling 
away to reveal her metallic insides.

To the left and right there is door after door -- leading to 
CORRIDOR after CORRIDOR. All of which has become run down and 
decrepit with time.

Its like a LABYRINTH.

ZOE
(To Roy)

You maintained this?

ROY
I am model 643.

ZOE
Where are the rest?

Suddenly they turn a corner and one of the walls of the 
CORRIDOR has fallen away.

Through the hole in the wall an IMMENSE VIEW across the 
primary deck of the ship is unveiled.

A steep drop leads down revealing a view of the entry point 
to each deck.

Floor after floor towering upon each other - CORRIDOR after 
CORRIDOR -- Multiple ELEVATORS and escalators offer a bridge 
to each.

At the bottom of all the floors is a PLAZA of sorts fit with 
benches and dirt where VEGETATION may once have been.

It's truly breathtaking.

ZOE (CONT'D)
... How many people does this ship 
carry?
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ROY
It may have once carried a small 
crew. There is a living quarters on 
Deck Y. It is empty now.

Roy continues walking away. However, suddenly realizes Zoe is 
not besides Her. She turns around to find her still staring 
out at the view across the SHIP.

She slowly approaches her.

ROY (CONT'D)
I apologize.

Zoe takes little notice of Her.

ZOE
You know. I'd never met anyone 
before today. Yet this is the 
loneliest I've felt.

ROY
I don't believe there ever were 
many life-forms on this area of the 
ship. Primarily androids would have 
been here. Like me.

ZOE
Stop talking.

Zoe turns to look at Roy. She is emotionless... Robotic, yet 
there seems to be a glimmer of human in Her. She composes 
herself.

ZOE (CONT'D)
I have a lot of questions. You will 
answer all of them. But right now 
there's a more pressing --

A small control PANEL sits besides the hole in the wall. Roy 
begins tapping at it.

She looks back to Zoe, then back at the PANEL.

Suddenly all the lights on the ship activate. What was 
previously an ominous look across the desolate hull becomes a 
dazzling LIGHT SHOW across each deck.

SHIP
Error still not resolved. 
Activating emergency procedure.

Suddenly each of the spectacular lights turns red.

ZOE
Come on!

She fumbles as she runs, clutching at her head.
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INT. HYADAS AIRLOCK - ???

A vast DARKNESS sits outside the window of the airlock. A 
large bulkhead door. Followed by a small COMPARTMENT. 
Followed by another bulkhead door.

There's a larger room leading up to the airlock filled with 
maintenance gear -- Roy gestures a MONITOR mounted to the 
wall displaying the location of the fault.

ROY
Grid 14. Do you know what to do? 
Zoe?

Zoe leans against a wall grasping for air -- Roy grabs her 
and carries her.

Roy walks her past over to one of the walls neighboring the 
bulkhead door.

She presses a small digital button and the PANEL of the wall 
slides down revealing the MAGNIFICENT SPACE-WALKER.

The Space-Walker seems untouched by time, like it was 
developed yesterday -- It is a MAGNIFICENT suit of mechanized 
White and glistening GOLD BELT and chest piece. A visor falls 
over the head piece.

Roy presses a small circular button on the center of the 
machine.

A bright blue light SHOOTS out of it. Roy moves Zoe in front 
of the angelic machine.

'Scanning Life-Form. Female.'

Suddenly the Space-Walker changes its bulky square shape -- 
It REFORGES it's self to take the form of a human -- First 
the panels fold into legs and arms -- Before the chest 
reshapes from a thin square shape to a rounded torso.

Finally the head of the machine adjusts to the size of her 
head. The suit now a humanoid shape walks its self out of its 
storage -- It stands face to face with Zoe, before turning 
around opening its self for her to enter.

Roy carefully places her inside and it closes around her. She 
takes a deep breath -- startled her gaze searches its 
surroundings.

ZOE
Wha --

ROY
You appear to be dying. Walkers 
have built in life support.

Her pain fades. A smile almost grows on her face.
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ROY (CONT'D)
I can shut off the engines for 
small period of time, but they 
power most of the ship. If its off 
for too long then we could veer off 
course. You'll have about 2 
minutes.

ZOE
Minutes?!

ROY
Yes.

beat.

ZOE
Feel free to volunteer for me at 
any point.

Roy raises her wrist missing a hand.

ROY
Will you know what to do?

ZOE
Yes.

EXT. HYADAS - ???

The airlock door SHOOTS open.

Zoe pulls herself around in zero gravity to latch on to a 
wall.

The Space-Walker is a thing of beauty with the cosmic clouds 
and lights of the SHIP reflecting on it.

ROY V.O
Remember grid 14.

Zoes head sits snug in the compressed WALKER.

ZOE
Got it.

ROY V.O
Will you need me to talk you 
through?

ZOE
No - I really know what I'm doing.

ROY V.O
Interesting.
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Suddenly the force of the IMMENSE SHIP SPEED whacks her Space-
Walker back.

Ouch!

Exactly as it does a thin grapple SHOOTS out one arm and 
latches onto the side of the SHIP at Zoe's command. Zoe is 
swerved by the speed of the SHIP'S movement and SMACKED 
against the side.

Argh!

Zoe is stuck dangling at the end of her grapple -- pressed 
against the exterior of the SHIP from the force of it 
traveling beyond the speed of light.

'Speed Compensation Engaging'

Suddenly the gold and white forms of the suit split and an 
incandescent blue light streaks out of it. The suit seems to 
float Zoe gently towards the SHIP as if gravity is gradually 
activating.

Her feet hit the side of the ship carefully as the weight of 
the suit suddenly stabilizes. She falls to her knees.

Zoe is able to walk against the side of the SHIP without the 
g-force against her...

She regains her stability and pulls herself to her feet. The 
suit is heavy and it is tough to move.

She pulls her feet up to drop them immediately -- each step 
is like lifting a dumbbell. Wow... She stops to take in her 
surrounding.

The SHIP seems like it stretches for miles -- Its size is 
beyond intimidating.

Across the ship sit the multiple ENGINES. With one gigantic 
glowing purple PLASMA ball towards the middle with areas of 
the SHIP stretching either side it like legs.

Above the SHIP lingers the DARKNESS of space -- However with 
the worn and scratched windows our the way Zoe can finally 
take in the COLORFUL COSMIC CLOUDS as they glide past 
whizzing and cracking -- Like an intergalactic FIREWORK 
DISPLAY surrounding the SHIP.

It's beautiful.

BEEP! BEEP! BEEP!

An alert appears on a small screen attached to her right arm. 
She taps it with the golden steel glove.
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INT. SHIP ENGINE CONTROL ROOM - ???

Roy is stood on a platform in an unseen deck of the SHIP.

In-front of Her a great beam of purple energy SHOOTS down 
towards the purple glowing orb of PLASMA which powers the

SHIP.

She is stood in front of a MONITOR.

ROY
I'm powering down the engine now 
Zoe, it'll be safe for you to 
approach Grid 14.

She pulls a slider down on the MONITOR. Suddenly the beam in 
front of Her begins to thin.

EXT. HYADAS - ???

Zoe still stood Starboard on the spectacular SHIP.

ZOE
Got it!

Zoe taps at the screen on her arm, it highlights directions 
to Grid 14, which then appear on her visor vision.

Step! Clank! Step! Clank! Step! Clank!

It's just past a curve of the SHIP.

Zoe checks her wrist.

'0:01:53' '0:01:52'

The timer is ticking. She needs to work fast!

EXT. HYADAS GRID 14 - ???

She walks around a curve of the ship to find herself face to 
face with the humongous orb of energy which powers the 
vessel.

'Gamma Radiation Compensation Engaging'.

The PANEL she reaches for Grid 14 is not a part of the engine 
its self -- However is located unfortunately close that it 
feels IMMEDIATELY THREATENING.

Zoe lifts a small piece of the SHIPS outer coating to reveal 
a wide area of wires and machinery under-neath. 
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It's a seemingly mesh like material much like Roy is created 
from that has been used here, yet it glows unfamiliarity.

Besides the machinery there is a small metallic plate that 
reads 'Life Control Systems'. Zoe pulls back small hatch on 
her suit which reveals an her Omnitool.

She grabs the OMNITOOL and begins scanning parts of the 
machinery searching for an error. She sees it... Lifting a 
wire.

ZOE
Roy. This error occurred because it 
had been tampered with...

She pauses. She re-reads the 'Life Control Systems' PANEL 
once more.

ROY
(V.O)

Can you fix it.

ZOE
Roy what is it these primarily 
control...

ROY
(V.O)

By the looks of it, what kept you 
alive for millions of years in your 
part of the ship...

ZOE
It didn't keep me alive Roy.

ROY
(V.O)

It says here allocating L+ dosage. 
I can't find data on what that is.

ZOE
I think these systems were altered. 
Whatever they were for originally 
they were changed Roy!

ROY
(V.O)

I can find who changed them?

ZOE
Do it!

Zoe begins feeling light-headed.

ROY
(V.O)

It would appear that apparently...
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ZOE
What is it?

INT. SHIP ENGINE CONTROL ROOM - ???

Roy is staring at the MONITOR he is using in the Engine 
Control Room...

On screen:

'Last maintenance SHIP date - Grid 14 - 1,004,013'

'Checked by crew member: Zoe Aveer'

Bellow is an image. Clear as day. It's Zoe.

ROY
You're the one that changed them.

EXT. HYADAS GRID 14 - ???

Zoe stares in shock at the metal plate on the grid which 
states...

'Life Control Systems'

Zoe looks up at the stunning stars across space.

MOTHER
(V.O)

This concludes your day... but 
remember, just one day of 
contribution leads to an eternity 
of a better future.

Suddenly in frustration Zoe twists the different options of 
her OMNITOOL to become a BLASTER again, and cuts through 
several of the wires of Grid 14.

ROY
(Concerned)

What are you doing!?... Zoe... 
Zoe?!?

ZOE
I'm taking back control! I'm gonna 
live, Roy!

ROY
(V.O)

You have about 40 seconds left. Get 
out of there!

Suddenly a voice begins speaking out of her ARMOR 
UNDERGARMENT.
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SHIP
AM - Activating daily Armour lock - 
Zoe.

Suddenly her white chain-mail undergarment glows RED. Zoe 
tugs at her body trying to move. She's forced STUCK.

ZOE
Oh God! Oh God! Roy I can't move!

ROY
(V.O)

What?... Why has your armour gone 
into a lock!?

ZOE
I can't remember... it must be 
timed!

INT. SHIP ENGINE CONTROL ROOM - ???

Roy rushes across the engine control room. She lunges over a 
small metallic barrier.

ROY
If you move a grid bellow, I can 
open an airlock closer!

ZOE
(V.O)

Get there quick!

ROY
(To himself)

Right...

Roy looks down... the Master PANEL is located TWO FLOORS down 
within sight.

The fastest way there is to jump down the same shoot the 
purple energy beam SHOOTS down... narrowly avoiding the 
highly destructive BEAM in the process.

Suddenly the BEAM begins to THICKEN.

The engines are re-powering!

EXT. HYADAS GRID 14 - ???

Zoe is still unable to move. Behind her the glowing orb of 
energy begins to grow dangerously back to full power.

'Caution, Space-Walker can not compensate for higher gamma 
radiation without sacrificing ship compensation.'

Suddenly the panels of her suit begin to adjust again.
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ZOE
Oh don't you dare... don't you 
BLOODY daaaaahhhhh

Zoe lifts off the base of the SHIP and begins darting 
backwards -- She quickly fires a GRAPPLE. It skims the side 
of the SHIP and misses. She continues flying backwards.

She FIRES another one.

CLINK! It grips. Zoe dangles helplessly swaying left and 
right.

She is swinging too and from the huge ball of purple energy 
powering the SHIP. Getting terrifyingly close.

She's just outside the AIRLOCK.

ZOE (CONT'D)
Roy!! Roy!

INT. SHIP ENGINE CONTROL ROOM - ???

Roy is bracing himself. Holding himself on the other side of 
a barrier. The huge beam of energy face to face with Her.

ROY
I'm on it!

Roy angles her legs. They protrude and fling Her forwards at 
an immense speed.

She is launched into the air towards the other side of the 
shoot. She begins falling. Towering down at a spectacular 
speed.

She narrowly misses the beam. Roy throws her arms forward. 
They hook over the ledge of the floor 2 floors down.

A mighty WHACK as he breaks her fall over the platform edge.

EXT. HYADAS GRID 14 - ???

Zoe is still swinging from side to side. Ever closer to the

PLASMA.

ZOE
Roy!!
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INT. SHIP ENGINE CONTROL ROOM - ???

Roy's arm weakens and weakens. Just as he's about to fall he 
hooks her missing little finger's wires around the sides of 
the Master MONITOR.

Using the nearly broken little finger he has just enough 
strength to pull himself up.

She yanks it off with her right hand and uses it like a tool 
to swipe at the MONITOR.

'OPEN AIRLOCK 12-F' She taps it repeatedly.

EXT. HYADAS GRID 12 - ???

The Airlock opens!

INT. HYADAS AIRLOCK - GRID 12 - ???

Zoe is thrust in through the airlock, smacking onto the 
ground in a dark chamber!

'Armour lock disengaged.'

The red of her armour turns to green. With a mighty JOLT her 
suit adjusts.

Zoe takes a moment to stop. She breathes heavily calming 
herself for one moment... then begins to LAUGH to herself...

ROY V.O
I've disengaged the lock. Are you 
okay?

ZOE
Oh my god. I'm fine. I'm fine. 
Where am I?

ROY V.O
Android Hub, I'm on my way.

Zoe climbs out of the WALKER. She slides her hand on a wall 
PANEL and the LIGHTS come on.

INT. HYADAS - GRID 12 - ???

Zoe exits the airlock into a huge, WAREHOUSE like room.

ROY V.O
You destroyed life control. That 
was vandalism.

ZOE
I don't think I care...
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The lights turn on, illuminating the room.

Small one person CHAMBERS. Chamber after Chamber stretching 
across an entire floor. Hundreds of them. All EMPTY.

She approaches a chamber, a small screen illuminated with 
text reads;

"ANDROID AN.237 - Planetary Control - Active".

ZOE (CONT'D)
Roy. Planetary Control...

ROY V.O
All Androids are programmed for 
specific purposes. These are 
policing a planet.

ZOE
I know that, but they're all empty. 
Where are they?

ROY V.O
They were not meant to be activated 
till arrival. They are now all 
dead.

Zoe continues exploring, surrounded by shells of former 
robots.

ZOE
You almost sound sad about it.

ROY V.O
Wouldn't you be sad if you lost 
many of your own kind?

ZOE
It's different. 

ROY V.O
How?

ZOE
Humans are... well human. Alive.

ROY V.O
I am alive.

ZOE
You think you are... But your kind 
exist so that Humans can keep 
existing.

ROY V.O
So if your kind dies, it'll be just 
us left?
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Zoe inspects each chamber as she talks.

Some with scratches. All empty.

ZOE
We won't die.

ROY V.O
Humans also have no purpose.

Beat. Zoe looks down at the corridors of chambers.

ZOE
Exactly. You're a robot Roy, sorry 
to say but you have one line of 
code making every decision you 
make. You're the average cow when 
it comes to it.

ROY V.O
I fear I may have offended you.

Zoe suddenly realizes how harsh she is.

ZOE
You didn't. Don't worry.

ROY V.O
It's okay. I have seen your species 
tendency to hold itself above 
others. I am accepting of it.

ZOE
In any case. You seem a lot 
different to any of those.

ROY V.O
I believe a system error corrupted 
much of my programming. Including 
tha--

Zoe roars in agony. Falling to the ground, clutching her 
head. The pain has returned.

Roy rushes in through a BULKHEAD DOOR, which seals shut as 
Zoe is on the floor. She is writhes in agony.

ROY
(Concerned)

Zoe!

ZOE
My... head!

Roy is startled. She pulls her by the head and inspects her 
skull.
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ROY
No exterior signs of damage

Zoe SMACKS her hand off her head.

ROY (CONT'D)
Perhaps...

Roy rushes behind her and taps on a computer. Suddenly a BEAM 
OF LIGHT emerges from the roof and slowly scans its way to 
the floor.

SHIP
Please isolate a search criteria. 
One life-form and one Android 
detected.

ROY
Life-form.

The scanning beam repeats again over Zoe -- A PROJECTION of 
her nude body appears before them. Zoe is in too much pain 
for embarrassment.

Roy is able to cycle through various DEPTHS OF BODY -- 
Suddenly removing the PROJECTIONS skin to show MUSCLE, ORGANS 
and then SKELETON.

Roy turns back to Zoe, floored with pain.

ROY (CONT'D)
It would seem you're suffering 
extreme physical trauma -- 
specifically a deterioration in 
your brain tissue.

Zoe brushes her skull with her hand -- She grabs Roy by the 
back of her neck.

ZOE
Get me back to my room!

INT. SHIP CORRIDOR - ???

Together they head back down the CORRIDOR towards Zoe's room. 
There is a not so subtle transition from the rusted and 
poorly looked after areas of the SHIP... to the CLEAN, 
MAINTAINED section the various Zoe clones looked after for so 
long.

Roy is walking perfectly straight but Zoe is weak and 
stumbles. She seems visibly concerned for her...

Roy grabs her clothing with her one arm, stabilizing her.
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ZOE
(As she swerves Roy)

Wait, wait, wait!

She gestures into the bedroom. causing them to swerve left 
and enter.

INT. HYADAS BEDROOM - ???

Zoe enters and pushes Roy's arm off her -- She fumbles across 
the pale panels of the floor and reaches the SYRINGE 
DISPENSER.

She tries to reach it, but can't. She sighs and falls down 
next to the dispenser.

ZOE
Go back to what you were doing Roy.

ROY
What do you mean?

ZOE
I think I'm about to die.

ROY
If you are in pain... would you 
like me to end your suffering?

She looks up at Her, shocked yet grateful. She looks down on 
her with genuine pity.

Beat.

ZOE
No... I'll take what ever time I 
have and keep trying.

She reaches up again... but just misses the button.

Roy watches in fascination, she tries again and this time... 
TAPS the button.

SHIP V.O
You must wait approximately 1.47 
Earth hours for your next dosa--

Roy drives her FIST through the dispenser.

Suddenly hundreds of BLUE SYRINGES, ORANGE SYRINGES begin 
flying out around Zoe and Roy who watch on -- Right as the 
syringe seem to have ceased their flow.

One more orange one flies out -- Zoe grabs the nearest blue 
one. She drives it straight into her arm -- There's a long 
pause as Roy patiently waits.
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The world seems red as she sits in searing pain -- However 
over the course of a few moments it begins to calm...

ROY
I have not seen these before. What 
do they do?

ZOE
What kind of android are you? - You 
should be telling me what they are.

Roy looks himself up and down. She looks at her missing 
finger -- She looks at her missing arm.

ROY
I was never built to live this 
long, it is simply the situation I 
have found myself in.

The syringe has kicked in and Zoe's pain is almost completely 
gone.

ZOE
How poetic.

There's a beat of silence.

Roy runs her hand up her torso to the socket where her left 
arm should be -- Zoe takes notice. She sighs.

ZOE (CONT'D)
I should have died... last night at 
some point. I assume this error we 
were meant to fix saved my life. 
Everything from yesterday is 
getting more and more difficult to 
remember. But there was a woman... 
and she said that I'm a clone, and 
we only live a day, to serve our 
purpose.

ROY
There are no such thing as clones.

ZOE
You're looking at one.

ROY
You are deteriorating?

ZOE
I think so...

ROY
This purpose -- was it against your 
will?

beat.
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ZOE
No. Maybe that's why me -- as soon 
as she said what I had to do, it's 
all I wanted to do, up until my 
death.

ROY
(Curious)

The inevitability of time is it 
exceeds us all, to deny it that, is 
a battle that cannot be won. I am 
Deteriorating Zoe, and no clone of 
me will take over when I'm done.

Zoe drops her head onto Roy's shoulder.

beat.

Roy begins finding himself curious about the sachet's once 
again.

ROY (CONT'D)
and this injection... it halts your 
pain?

ZOE
I think so... but it makes me 
stronger too... and I can remember 
things better.

Roy picks up an ORANGE SYRINGE.

ROY
What about the orange?

ZOE
I don't know what it does yet...

Roy holds up one of the ORANGE SYRINGES to her face. Her eyes 
flicker to scan it.

ROY
My scanner is broken.

Zoe begins to chuckle.

That chuckle evolves into a laugh.

Roy watches her in amazement.

INT. HYADAS ELEVATOR - ???

A GRAND ELEVATOR slowly lowers them down towards the PLAZA. 
Its entirely glass - like they are stood on nothing.

Floor after Floor roll by. Zoe watches in awe.
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ROY
Zoe. What is your purpose now? Will 
you continue maintaining this 
ship...

In Zoe's head the sounds of the CHILDREN'S LAUGHTER echoes. 
The children fade away until only a single female child's 
voice LAUGHS. A male voice - 'Zoe'.

Zoe registers the question.

ZOE
Whoever... did this to me - I have 
so many questions. And -- you have 
your hands full so I could --

ROY
Perhaps the archive will have the 
information you seek.

ZOE
Where's the archive?

ROY
That wont be much use without my 
scanner. It will be required to use 
your DNA to search likenesses in 
the past.

ZOE
(Tired)

For fuck sake!

Roy is flabbergasted.

ROY
This word. PROFANITY CENSORED. What 
does it mean?

ZOE
Roy... say shit.

ROY
PROFANITY CENSORED

Zoe laughs.

INT. PLAZA - ???

The light's of each floor glisten and twinkle like the stars 
above their heads - stretching up and up.

ROY
Deck Y is this way.
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ZOE
You maintained this on your own for 
so long?...

ROY
I was kept quite busy, though I did 
often sit in the archives. They 
have data banks on all colonies in 
the UFHC.

She seems excitable.

ROY (CONT'D)
I am quite fascinated by the 
Skratis. Their cities built around 
flight are architectural marvels.

ZOE
Would you like to go there one day.

ROY
The UFHC may not allow it. Skratis 
are not human, and have been 
segregated to a guarded moon... Are 
you interested in any post-0 
civilizations?

ZOE
I don't know.

She looks at Zoe.

Zoe SMIRKS. Roy mimics her.

INT. SHIP LIVING QUARTERS CORRIDOR - ???

A long CORRIDOR from the plaza leads down towards the LIVING 
QUARTERS -- It becomes dimmer and dimmer as they descend the 
CORRIDOR. Scratches and claw marks at the walls begin 
appearing.

Zoe runs her hand over the scratch parks.

The lights FLICKER on and off as they approach. Roy SMACKS a 
PANEL on the wall and the LIGHTS FLICKER on -- The doors to 
the living quarters are covered in a COLD BLUE LIQUID that 
silhouettes Zoe standing facing them.

Roy looks anxiously at Zoe before pressing the switch. The 
DOORS slide open.

Zoe slowly exits the light of the CORRIDOR into the DARKNESS 
of the living quarters. Roy does not follow.
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INT. LIVING QUARTERS - ???

Nothing is visible. Zoe does not move. Before suddenly...

'Scanning.'

It feels like a million voices cry the same words 
simultaneously.

Suddenly a series of bright white EYES switch on. then more. 
Then more.All piled on top of each other. Hundreds of them.

Brief white flashes emerge from hundreds of different 
Androids offering a glimpse of their decrepit bodies -- 
Fallen apart with time.

They are piled on one another. Bleeding a light white oil. 
The site looks like a mass grave. Like genocide.

The flashes scan at Zoe -- Their voices cry out again. This 
time clearly one of two different statements echo from each 
malfunctioned android...

"LIFEFORM... HUUUUMAN"

"MY SCANNER IS BROKEN... MY SCANNER IS BROKEN... MY SCANNER 
IS BROKEN."

Zoe grips her mouth with her hands and lets out a shocked 
sob.

ROY
I brought them here as one by one 
they malfunctioned. You command 
them. Tell them quiet and they will 
be.

Beat.

ZOE
Quiet...

The voices of a hundred crippled ANDROIDS ceases. Including 
Roy.

Zoe turns to Her. Prepares herself to speak. Nothing.

On the side is a PANEL, she approaches it and swipes. The 
lights of the living quarters turn on.

The living quarters is a large space with a table in the 
middle that now rests behind the immense pile of ANDROIDS 
which are littered further throughout the room.
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Zoe carefully treads across the bodies on the floor as she 
approaches the table. It has 7 chairs. She walks around it 
circling her hand across each of them individually.

Roy follows silently.

As she brushes her hands across the chairs the sound of faint 
laughter echoes in her mind... a memory?

Something catches her eye... on the wall across from the 
table. A holographic photograph on the wall.

She approaches it. Its the crew. 7 people stood side by side 
in front of the SHIP. The SHIP is resting on another planet - 
pre take-off.

There's a wide diversity in the crew. FEMALE. MALE. All 
Human.

She looks closer. Someone with her exact likeness in the 
photo.

Knock! Knock! Roy taps the wall to get her attention. She 
reciprocates...

ZOE (CONT'D)
Roy you can speak.

ROY
You're in this photograph?

ZOE
Mother. The woman I'm a clone of... 
she called herself Mother.

Zoe looks further at the photograph again. A small button in 
the corner of the photograph. She taps it.

Suddenly the photograph moves on a small loop showing the 
crew smiling then breaking into laughter as a result.

The ECHOING of LAUGHTER in her head happens again. She looks 
closer at the photograph. Pause!

Her doppelganger in the photo has grabbed the hand of YOUNG 
MAN next to her -- They have eye contact as they LAUGH 
together.

Her VOICE in her head. "Zoe". She remembers it. Startled she 
darts back into the table.

FLASHBACK:

All the crew members sat around the table having a discussion 
-- Zoe is sat next to the male she was holding hands with in 
the photo -- She is much YOUNGER. She is infuriated.
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ZOE (CONT'D)
No we can't!

CAPTAIN
You don't get a say in the matter 
now the decision is final!

Zoe turns to her partner.

ZOE
Surely you can't agree with this 
Andre?

She gives her nothing.

ZOE (CONT'D)
No. I won't allow this!

ANDRE
Zoe... think of Colatlo.

END FLASHBACK.

ROY
Are you okay?

ZOE
Yes sorry. I... think I have 
memories?

ROY
It's unlikely. Perhaps you have 
psychosis.

She looks blankly at the android.

ZOE
I don't know. I just remembered a 
moment vividly. 

ROY
Is it still there?

ZOE
It's fading. But, I remember the 
feeling though, like anger and 
disappointment was strangling me.

Zoe looks back intensely at the photograph. Perhaps...

She puts the photograph down and turns back to the robot.

Roy is laying across the table while Zoe uses a number of 
tools and parts from numerous dead ANDROIDS sprawled across 
the table to fix her limbs.
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ROY
Please be careful of my missing 
arm, it hurts sometimes.

ZOE
You know if this doesn't work I'm 
stripping you for parts and 
building another one.

ROY
What? You can do that?!

ZOE
I'll learn.

With one more twist of a bolt her arm swings from side to 
side -- Roy sits up. She wiggles her now attached little 
finger.

ROY
I'll need to power down then reboot 
for my scanner to activate again.

ZOE
Okay.

ROY
Thank-you Zoe.

She sits up.

ZOE
Want to power down now?

ROY
There are numerous bedrooms in the 
next deck.

ZOE
You sleep in a bed?

ROY
I would like to try it.

INT. HYADAS BEDROOM 1 - ???

The doors slide open. Zoe and Roy enter.

Its a large double bed suspended in the air -- There is 
little decoration in the room. The same plane white panels as 
each other room. However there is a small en suite to the 
left hand side.

There is another light PANEL to the side of the room. Zoe 
approaches it
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ROY
Wait. Keep it dark. I've seen from 
the archive how humans sleep in the 
dark.

Roy walks in and hops on the bed.

ROY (CONT'D)
I'd like to try it.

Zoe chuckles, but the room is haunting her.

ZOE
Are there many rooms for the crew 
on this deck?

ROY
I believe rooms for each other crew 
member is in this hallway.

ZOE
While you sleep I may have a look 
around.

ROY
I'm not sure how long the reboot 
will take. perhaps many hours.

ZOE
Okay...

One thing lingers on her mind...

ZOE (CONT'D)
Roy?... All those other androids. 
Didn't that bother you?

ROY
From the day I awoke, I knew my 
time was limited. Like you.

ZOE
It's harder to comprehend.

ROY
It is fascinating - to watch a live 
human.

ZOE
Reboot Roy. I need to know what's 
in the archive. Na-night.

ROY
Na-night? A human expression.

Roy powers off -- in doing so a holo-blue light glows from 
her chest compartment.
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Zoe hesitates... before - Zoe pulls the chest open to reveal 
a MENU.

'Cycle Log' -- A selection of recorded memories of Roy appear 
-- Most are red saying 'Corrupted'.

A number are visible -- Zoe selects one.

INT. GRID 12 - FLASHBACK

POV - ROY.

Roy stands among a LEGION of other ANDROIDS. She holds a GUN.

MOTHER
Drop the guns. You won't need them 
for this...

They all drop their guns!

END FLASHBACK.

INT. HYADAS BEDROOM 1 - ???

Zoe intrigued selects another.

Nothing interesting -- However, other ANDROIDS seem more 
decrepit as the selection continues.

INT. PLAZA - FLASHBACK

POV - ROY.

Roy carries another ANDROID into the LIVING QUARTERS.

She adds it to the pile of others who's eyes light up in her 
presence. 'My Scanner is Broken'.

Suddenly her vision turns RED -- 'OVER-RIDE ACTIVE'

CUT TO.

INT. CORRIDOR - FLASHBACK - ???

POV - ROY.

Exiting an elevator he slides a hidden compartment in the 
wall away to reveal a touch-pad -- She enters a phrase --
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COLATLO.

Suddenly the entire wall slides away to reveal...

INT. ENGINE ROOM - FLASHBACK - ???

The same ENGINE ROOM the ZOE CLONES had spent millions of 
years in.

There ZOE -- Her ARMOR LOCKED. She holds an OMNITOOL.

ZOE
It's only been 3 hours. I can do 
more! Let me do more!

She becomes frantic. Jolting her neck around. Roy watches on 
from behind a corner.

A projection of MOTHER faces her.

MOTHER
I apologize. You are in the 
unlikely event of there being no 
required jobs on the ship today -- 
This will be resolved momentarily. 
Please don't be afraid.

Roy approaches. Zoe notices him -- She screams!

CUT TO.

Zoe unconscious -- Roy places her into a chamber and slides 
it shut -- pushing it away behind the panels.

CUT TO.

Roy closes the HIDDEN DOOR behind her. A prompt appears.

'REMOVING RECORDED LOG ACCESS - AN.623'.

END FLASHBACK.

INT. BEDROOM DECK - ???

Zoe sprints out away from the room.

She closes it behind her. She pants overwhelmed.

She BLASTS the lock of the door with her OMNITOOL -- Sparks 
fly.

The sounds of Roy's systems rebooting echo through the door.
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ROY O.S
Zoe? Zoe the door seems to be 
locked.

ZOE
Stay the hell away from me! Stay 
away!

She runs away.

She is faced with a hallway with a number of doors leading to 
each bedroom -- Behind her she shuts the sliding doors to the 
room in which Roy sleeps.

In front of her are another 5 doors.

ZOE (CONT'D)
(To herself)

Only 6...

She heads straight in to the first room.

INT. HYADAS BEDROOM 6 - ???

It's brightly lit with a double bed and en suite.

However this time as she enters a series of holographic 
photographs appear around the walls.

Intrigued she closes the door behind her -- she presses a 
'LOCK' prompt.

She sighs in relief - trying to remain calm.

The plain white duvet suddenly turns into a dark blue and the 
walls change colour as she enters.

SHIP VOICE
Welcome, First Officer Jacobs.

Startled she almost throws herself to the floor!

She regains her composure and takes a close look at some of 
her photographs.

A human male. BLACK. In a series photographs with her 
daughter. She does not age throughout them. Dates stamped 
across them.

Her DAUGHTER too. AGE 5. Then 10. then 18. However once she 
reaches 18 she remains the same age in the remainder of the 
photographs with her father.

ZOE
(To herself)

David Jacobs... Lilly Jacobs. Wait 
a second...
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INT. BEDROOM DECK - ???

Zoe peers round the corner of the room.

The room Roy was in has the door opened -- She points her 
OMNITOOL round each corner.

She rushes across to another bedroom.

INT. HYADAS BEDROOM 2 - ???

She enters. LOCKS THE DOOR behind her.

Another sigh of relief, she holds her OMNITOOL tight.

She swipes the slider to the right once more. Suddenly the 
rooms decor changes. A stark red bedding with Grey walls.

PHOTOGRAPHS litter the room; Zoe and Andre across hundreds of 
years -- From their early meetings on a moon -- To their 
wedding day besides a supernova.

Zoe SMILES. Fond echoes of memories flood her.

Before finally across the other side of the room she sees 
another photograph. This time neither herself or Andre is in 
it. It is of a BOY and a GIRL together.

Tears break from Zoe's eyes.

ZOE
Matthew... Rai.

She rushes over to the photograph. She swipes it. Over. and 
Over.

BABY pictures of the children. Much like with Jacobs and her 
daughter. Zoe and Andre stand besides their children for 
photos as they age from 5 - 18.

Suddenly the boy Matthew seems to stop aging along side her 
Parents, who don't age either in the pictures. The time stamp 
jumps a decade at a time.

However, Rai continues to age. Into her 20s. 40s. Suddenly 
she has aged far older than her parents and brother. 60s. And 
then... she's no longer in any of the photographs as they 
continue.

She sits for a second. 

She claws at her head.

ZOE (CONT'D)
"She could do more"

BEGIN FLASHBACK.
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INT. PLANET - BEDROOM - DAY

An unfamiliar EARTH-LIKE planet decorates the background 
beyond the WINDOW.

MOTHER, ANDRE sit with a NEWBORN BABY and their older SON.

The Son reaches toward the Newborn Baby and Mother holds her 
towards her. It's a serene happy moment.

Abruptly Cut To:

EXT. GRAVEYARD - DAY

A traditional Earth GRAVEYARD sat against a MAGNIFICENT vista 
of STARS and PLANETS sitting in the sky above.

Rain towers down on the mourners. The hand of Andre wraps 
around the pale hand of MOTHER (Zoe).

Mother clutches the hand tight. A COFFIN is carried up a 
pathway towards them.

They let go of their hands as the COFFIN passes through the 
middle of them.

Sat on top of the COFFIN is

a picture of an ELDERLY LADY, in flowers: 'Rai'.

INT. FAMILY HOME: RAI'S BEDROOM - DAY

A dark room.

It clearly belongs to a little girl. The decorations - 
stuffed toys and single bed indicate.

Sat on the bed engulfed in DARKNESS sits Mother.

Her head falls into her hands - she does not cry.

A gentle beam of moonlight shines in from the window to the 
door.

ANDRE
She lived a full life Zoe.

MOTHER
She could do more.

INT. FAMILY HOME: HALLWAY - DAY

Stood outside the room is Mother's Son MATTHEW (???).

His hand on the doorknob as he debates whether to enter.
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Andre places her hand on her shoulder.

She SHAKES HIS HEAD.

Matthew walks away.

FADE OUT...

YEARS LATER500 500

EXT. LANDING PLATFORM - DAY

The Hyadas sits proudly in the distance.

In front of it a large press conference is taking place. Each 
member of the crew is sat on a seat facing the crowd.

Microphones in front of them to project for all to hear. They 
are all laughing.

JACOBS
But regardless I couldn't ask for a 
-- a more brilliant choice of 
Captain.

A round of applause from the expansive crowd.

A multitude of hands raise from the crowd -- Someone stood 
just besides the crew points to someone to speak.

A voice from the crowd.

She prepares himself.

REPORTER
To what extent did the events of 
Colony Atlas One... or Colatlo as 
we're now calling it effect the 
militarized colonization program?

CAPTAIN
Good question, and out of respect 
for those... a disconnect of that 
level cannot be allowed. Complete 
governed control must be put in 
place.

A round of APPLAUSE.

REPORTER
My next question goes to Chief 
Engineer.

Mother perks up.
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REPORTER (CONT'D)
You've been very strong in your 
arguments on behalf of Age 
Suspension, despite your own 
experiences with it...

Andre, sat next to Mother, uncomfortably looks towards her.

Mother listens carefully to the question.

REPORTER (CONT'D)
...did that have any effect on your 
anti-choice stance on people's use?

MOTHER
We have finally reached a point in 
histor -- yes, yes it did have an 
effect. If my daughter hadn't been 
given a choice...

She turns to look at Andre. He gives her nothing.

MOTHER (CONT'D)
...she could have done so much 
more. Now with this mission, we are 
doing exactly that for humanity.

Another round of applause.

CUT TO:

The crew stand side by side. A PHOTOGRAPHER stands in front 
of them holding a bright shining camera.

The crew all SMILE for a photo... except Andre.

Mother nudges him. He SMILES. The PROJECTION/PHOTOGRAPH is 
taken. The same one Zoe found in the living quarters.

END FLASHBACK.

INT. HYADAS BEDROOM

Zoe steps back away from the photographs and sits on the bed.

She pulls a BLUE SYRINGE out of her pocket and stares at it 
for a moment... Before pulling a cap off it and driving it in 
her arm.

Roy unlocks the room from behind, startling her.

ROY
She had a family?

Zoe points her OMNITOOL at her. Roy is confused.
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ROY (CONT'D)
As a human - I'd imagine that must 
feel shit.

ZOE
Be quiet! What's happening to me!?

Roy is perplexed.

ROY
I do not understand.

ZOE
You! I know you know! Why am I 
seeing things?! Things she did!? 
What's happening to me!? What are 
you doing to me?!

ROY
Zoe I have no understanding of what 
is happening to you. Please do not 
shoot me, now I am functional.

ZOE
Just... shut up! And - and take me 
to the Archive - Now!

INT. GREENHOUSE - ???

Roy and Zoe enter the Greenhouse, a steam filled bubble 
within the ship, with GRASS laid across the floors, walls and 
ceiling. 

VINES hang from the ceiling to the ground, connected by 
STREAMS OF WATER. 

In the centre of the room, a TUBE comprised of vacuums, 
constantly inhaling the fumes that hang in the air.

Roy marches through, behind her, Zoe follows with her 
Omnitool pointed at Roy.

ZOE
Through oxygen production? Fuck! 
Why can't I remember the archive?

Silence.

ZOE (CONT'D)
Speak, Roy.

ROY
I should not be here. These fumes 
are --

ZOE
Eughh. That's enough. Walk.
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She continues forward, progressing towards the exit at the 
end of the expansive room.

Suddenly she shuts down.

Zoe frowns, slowly approaching him.

She looks Roy up and down, she feels around her neck. A spot 
of the original flesh resides over the metallic mesh -- she 
pushes her finger into it, causing the skin to crease.

She runs her hand to the back of her own neck, before 
stopping.

She uses the laser of the omnitool to cut a thin strip at the 
bottom of Roy's neck. She folds up the skin to find a small 
collection of SWITCHES. She presses one. Roy springs back to 
life.

ROY
The fumes. I should not be here.

ZOE
I need your arm to access the 
archive and I need you to tell me 
where it is.

Beat.

ROY
I am staying here?

Beat.

ROY (CONT'D)
Did you bring me here on purpose?

ZOE
I gave you a command.

ROY
I see.

She shuts down again.

Zoe walks in front of Roy. She leans behind her neck, 
flicking the switch again.

Roy awakens and raises her head.

ROY (CONT'D)
40 yards north of the oncoming 
doors, one right turn, 30 yards 
again.

ZOE
Okay.
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She reaches her hand back again.

ROY
Zoe...

Zoe hesitates.

ROY (CONT'D)
Before I am deactivated and you 
remove my remaining arm, would you 
please return me to the bed. 

Roy tilts her head.

Zoe stares into her eyes. Her head drops.

ZOE
Hurry up. 

Roy nods and they both head onwards.

INT. HYADAS ARCHIVE - ???

Roy taps a wall in the Archive twice.

ZOE
You can speak.

ROY
The archive...

DARKNESS splits apart as a pair of doors slide open revealing 
Zoe and Roy.

In front of them they face a huge empty room with thin 
columns which reach waste height. A scanner sits on top.

Roy walks up to the mechanism, Zoe follows close by.

ROY (CONT'D)
What would you like to know first?

Zoe ponders for a moment.

ZOE
This ship. Where is it heading and 
how long till it arrives?

ROY
Why?

Beat.

ZOE
I need to know if --
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ROY
It was all a lie... I do not know.

Beat.

ROY (CONT'D)
Zoe, whatever you saw, I assure you 
I have no recollection. 

ZOE
I saw it! I saw you!

ROY
When androids are first programmed 
they cannot respond to a human 
unless asked a direct question.

Zoe gives her nothing.

ROY (CONT'D)
What images come to you in 
fragments of your lost past do not 
form the basis of my current 
actions. 

Roy tilts her head, condescendingly.

She then presses her hand against an orb shape on the 
mechanism. Her eyes flash white as her scanner activated.

ROY (CONT'D)
Stand on the pad over there.

Zoe walks past the mechanism to a small pad on the floor. A 
series of bright lights activate illuminating Zoe.

Suddenly they turn red.

ROY (CONT'D)
Something is wrong... I can't 
access anything.

A pulse of energy rises from the pad engulfing Zoe.

ROY (CONT'D)
ZOE!

Zoe SCREAMS.

SHIP
Activating, Artificial Mother 
Simulation.

As she looks at Roy he suddenly drops down... or maybe she 
floats up -- Suddenly she finds herself flying straight up 
with the SHIP shooting down past her.
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She's being thrown out into the vastness of space at an 
accelerated rate!

INT. ARCHIVE - ???

HALT! She's stopped. She can stand... her feet are firmly on 
the ground yet there is none.

Around her in each direction is a star-field. It is like 
she's standing on a single glass PANEL in the middle of 
space.

Suddenly her self appears in front of her... her younger self 
once again.

MOTHER
Hello Zoe. Apologies for intruding. 
Before we begin speaking you need 
to answer a question for me. Have 
you taken the orange syringe?

ZOE
No... we can speak?

MOTHER
Yes. Checking SHIP data log. Time 
till SHIP destination arrival - 13 
hours.

ZOE
Wait what?!

MOTHER
It would seem everything has worked 
accordingly.

Zoe takes a step back. Her foot has no standing behind her.

She trips. Steadying herself on the other foot. It is clearly 
a small space she can step. She can't move.

ZOE
Accordingly to what?

Suddenly the SHIP appears right besides them. However it is 
more of a 3D CARTOON version. With a small ANIMATED crew 
besides it.

MOTHER
This is the Hyadas. The last hope 
of saving us all.

The animation flies past the SHIP in 3D surrounding them 
both. A series of galaxies: The Milky Way and Andromeda.
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MOTHER (CONT'D)
Only a number of generations ago, 
first contact was believed to be a 
future prospect.

Zooming into the Milky Way - Then to Earth.

MOTHER (CONT'D)
But after L+ was discovered, a 
prolonging life agent. we realized 
Earth would not be a suitable home 
for Humanity anymore.

A SHIP BLASTS off from Earth. Along with thousands of others.

MOTHER (CONT'D)
So we found new homes. Colonies 
around the galaxy.

Animated people with drips in their arms, the drips are 
filled with a bright blue fluid the same colour as the 
syringes.

Suddenly animated SHIPS BLAST out from the Milky Way and 
across to Andromeda.

MOTHER (CONT'D)
As a result the United Federation 
of Human Colonies was born. However 
with immortality comes great risk.

Suddenly the Milky Way and Andromeda begin COLLAPSING 
together.

MOTHER (CONT'D)
Just a few generations of humans 
ago the average life expectancy was 
Now it is over 80 million... and 
rising exponentially as technology 
improves. In times of old we never 
planned ahead. Our planet - being 
void of resources, in under 50 
years - we barely did a thing!

A new SHIP SHOOTS out from the Milky Way, flying away from 
both galaxies into the unknown... Its the Hyadas.

MOTHER (CONT'D)
Now... we have the ability to avoid 
problems... almost 4 Billion years 
away!

The SHIP flies off into DARKNESS and keeps flying.
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MOTHER (CONT'D)
Our legacy... must be preserved. We 
must find a new galaxy to begin 
colonizing... and this SHIP is the 
beginning.

The SHIP lands in a mysterious new galaxy on an inhabited 
planet. Out of the SHIP jumps Zoe and the other crew. A 
PORTAL lights up and out comes an ARMY.

MOTHER (CONT'D)
I may have told a small, cheeky 
lie. There's no fertilized eggs on 
board, instead a portal that 
connects back to the UFHC, so that 
they can join us. But, that sounded 
less flashy and I wanted you here, 
for me to explain the truth... face 
to face.

Suddenly on that planet there is an animated indigenous 
species. They are represented with SAVAGES.

MOTHER (CONT'D)
A new planet, in a new galaxy. We 
don't yet know what life expects 
us, we just know it's there.

The ARMY sends out SHIPS which light heartedly PUSH the 
SAVAGES to the side while a HUMAN COLONY is BUILT.

The Savages look on in wonder, before giving a big THUMBS 
UP!Â 

Zoe is torn on what she watches.

The CARTOON fades away back into the eternal space.

MOTHER (CONT'D)
Do you have any questions.

ZOE
billion years... I don't want to 
die - but fear of our own 
mortality... that's what makes us 
live...

Mother jolts out of her SMILE. Her expression is blank.

MOTHER
It is a gift! This is our legacy 
and we will it watch grow! Humanity 
will prosper -- imagine it Zoe; 
imagine a superior sentient life-
form, now imagine... that it is us.

The images change, Zoe standing in the midst of the COSMOS.
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MOTHER (CONT'D)
You could have the power to change 
anything, to save anyone.

Zoe looks up at that comment.

MOTHER (CONT'D)
You can feel it in you. The abyss 
you're falling towards. Death. But, 
we can change that.

The Cosmos drifts ahead of Zoe. Just out of reach - Zoe is 
almost compelled to follow it.

MOTHER (CONT'D)
Will you continue my work? Will you 
make us... eternal?

Zoe reaches out a little more.

Before stopping. Looking herself up and down.

ZOE
I - I can live forever.

Mother smiles. She nods. Zoe reaches out more... she stops.

ZOE (CONT'D)
But, who are the people on that 
planet you showed?

The archive stops moving. A supernova occurs behind Mother. 
An intimidation technique.

MOTHER
They aren't us. There are an 
infinite amount of species out 
there. More than right now you 
could believe. One insignificant 
species, under-developed and 
falling behind in the civilization 
scale... is a necessary sacrifice.

Zoe, horrified, pulls her hand away.

ZOE
"A necessary sacrifice". I - I 
don't understand what that means. 
What do you deem necessary? Between 
a hundred androids, a million 
clones or an entire species...

Mother is furious. Before flickering into a grin -- Suddenly 
the supernova disappears. Mother's disgusting grin re-
appears.
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MOTHER
Your memory loss has skewed your 
perspective. I recommend we 
reconvene after you rectify this. 
Bye now.

Suddenly Zoe falls. Plummeting through space. She SCREAMS! As 
she falls lower and lower suddenly the SHIP re-appears!

It flies up as she falls into it. Suddenly her eyes open.

INT. HYADAS ARCHIVE - ???

She is stood back in the archive room again. Roy is stood in 
front of her with her hand still on the mechanism.

Zoe is bewildered -- She looks around frantically.

ZOE
I - I - She...

Back to Roy.

ROY
I heard everything, what do you 
want to do?

She steps forward. The bright lights shine on her.

ZOE
I think I need to take that fucking 
orange syringe.

ROY
I found something that may interest 
you.

Suddenly behind her on a huge PANEL. An image of a huge 
machine engulfed in a large space. 3 Circular rings, all 
prepped to spin around one another. THE PORTAL

ROY (CONT'D)
Its removed from all records - 
however I gained access with a 
code.

ZOE
Colatlo?

ROY
Yes. Do you know what that is?

ZOE
No -- I believe it may have 
something to do with the ORANGE
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SYRINGE.

ROY
I'll head down to the portal and 
see if I can activate it.

Zoe approaches Roy.

ROY (CONT'D)
Whatever you saw Zoe. I know 
nothing of it. Please don't be 
afraid of me.

ZOE
For now - I wont, but you should 
know, as well as hunting me, I saw 
you holding a gun... I think you 
were a planetary control Android.

Roy looks himself upside down.

ROY
But, now I am Zoe's Android.

Zoe says nothing. She lowers her head and walks past her.

INT. LIVING QUARTERS - ???

Back in the living deck. All the lights are off once again -- 
A hundred silenced, malfunctioning ANDROIDS all awaken once 
again.

'MY SCANNER IS BROKEN'... 'NEW PROGRAM RECEIVED' 'RESTORE

LIFE CONTROL'
They begin clawing and CRAWLING 
towards the door. Many with limbs 
and body parts missing, and skin 
torn apart.

Their eyes glow in the DARKNESS. Now a dark red. In their 
trail they bleed BLUE BLOOD.

INT. HYADAS ELEVATOR - ???

Zoe stands in the glass ELEVATOR as it rises up across the 
plaza.

She pulls another BLUE SYRINGE out of her pocket. Tares it 
open and jabs it into her arm.

A beeping occurs on her wrist. She taps it.
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ROY
(V.O)

I'm almost there.

ZOE
Okay!

ROY
(V.O)

Somethings not quite right though. 
Be careful. A prompt appeared and 
some dormant program been 
activated, I'm attempting to 
deactivate it every time it does. 
However, the signal is getting 
stronger.

ZOE
What does it do.

ROY
(V.O)

I think it mi--

Suddenly her connection to Roy is lost.

ZOE
Roy?!

ROY
(Stuttering)

THEY WONT KILL YOU -- JUST CAPTUR-

The SHIPS lights all turn red. An ominous glow -- The 
ELEVATOR stops. A floor and a half below its destination.

Zoe frantically looks round -- Wait a second. She runs her 
hand across her Armour garments.

Frantically she tugs at it. TEARING at it. She pulls at the 
fibers. Its stuck on.

She grabs her OMNITOOL from a holster on her hip. She points 
it to herself.

A momentary pause. Oh god...

BLAST!

The shot tears open the armour, but only leaves a scratch 
across the side of her chest.

She WRITHES in pain. She drops the OMNITOOL.

She pulls at the tare in the armour. It slowly falls apart.
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She pries it away from her torso. Her breasts covered by a 
small white SPORTS BRA with the UFHC logo on.

Suddenly as she pulls the Armour down her torso it locks red.

No. No. No.

She forces one leg out of it. Her chest still BLEEDING from 
the OMNITOOL.

Suddenly on the plaza ground many floors bellow the deformed 
ANDROIDS begin clawing their way across the plaza towards 
her.

What the Fu--

Suddenly on the floor bellow and above her they begin 
CRAWLING towards her ELEVATOR on the higher floor.

Shit. Shit.

She tugs at her leg. Trying to pull it out of the Armour.

Suddenly the doors spring open on the ELEVATOR door. Its 
halfway between two floors.

On the lower of the two floors a number of broken ANDROIDS 
begin attempting to climb their way in.

With a swift YANK she gets her leg out of the locked Armour 
leaving her stripped to her underwear, but free!

The Armour garment is still solid in its LOCKED form.

She swipes, striking one of the Androids climbing through 
with it as a weapon.

Across from the ELEVATOR another 10 or so Androids have begun 
CRAWLING towards her.

On the plaza bellow they have begun towering on top of one 
another to reach 8 stories up where the ELEVATOR is.

Some smash the glass windows of lower floors to find a 
pathway up to her.

Quickly she notices a small ventilation hatch between the two 
floors the ELEVATOR is stuck between. Its pitch black.

She grabs her OMNITOOL and BLASTS several of the Androids 
nearest to her.

She slides herself into the VENT. It is incredibly tight, she 
has to wiggle to get in.

There is no room for her arms, one of which is stuck by her 
side, the other out in front of her holding the OMNITOOL as a 
TORCH.
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Just avoiding the oncoming clutches of a rogue android.

INT. PORTAL - ???

Roy stands before three MAGNIFICENT rings all interlocking 
one another.

The room is dark. She taps several switches on her arm PANEL.

ROY
Zoe, I'm at the portal.

No response.

ROY (CONT'D)
Zoe?

Roy begins looking around.

She approaches the PANEL of the portal.

'PORTAL ACTIVATION'
She swipes several of the switches. 
The portal activation moves across 
from the PANEL on to her wrist.

She moves her finger across to the activation switch on her 
wrist but HESITATES.

ROY
Zoe!

Behind her a hologram appears. Roy turns around.

MOTHER
Yes?

Roy stands up to her.

ROY
You are not Zoe.

MOTHER
Yes I am.

The hologram walks towards her, as it does he walks back 
until her back is against the MONITOR at the center of the 
room facing the portal rings.

MOTHER (CONT'D)
I'm in your head android. Why are 
you fighting me?

ROY
I do not want you in my head...
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MOTHER
But I am no different to Zoe. I am 
Zoe.

Roy becomes enraged. Mother walks further and further towards 
her.

She runs her hand across her face. Then down her chest -- She 
pushes her holographic hand through her chest into where her 
heart would be.

She continues moving towards her -- Their bodies touch. Her 
projection crosses into her path.

Her face directly facing her, She slowly moves into her.

INT. VENTILATION SHAFT - ???

The ventilation shaft is a thin circular passage. Its 
incredibly claustrophobic.

Zoe is terrified, panting as she wiggles and crawls her way 
through the tiny vent.

She attempts to look back across her body to see behind her -- 
She can't see past her body, the space is too small.

The way ahead of her is illuminated by the tiny beam of light 
from the OMNITOOL -- There is a vague ominous red glow from 
the Androids behind her.

Clank. Clank. Clank.

a single file line of several Androids behind her make slow 
chase as they claw down the rusted pipe of the vents.

Struggling, she attempts to move faster -- At the very end of 
the pipe there's a vague light... yet seems so far away.

One of the ANDROIDS reaches at her leg.

She feels it touch her leg and she kicks its hand.

She struggles to move faster -- suddenly a burst of searing 
pain strikes her head!

She drops the OMNITOOL and clutches her head.

Gahhh! Fuck!

The momentary pause in AGONY has caused a Android to catch 
her and grab her leg.

She grabs the OMNITOOL again, rolls over to lay on her back 
and fires one flaming BLAST straight into its face.
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SHWAP!

Its head falls down dead on her lap -- Behind it 2 more force 
their way across the body. Trapping each other in the 
process.

She fires the OMNITOOL again! Twice!

She continues to wiggle her way down the vent, still tortured 
by her MIGRAINE.

Suddenly she slides down a CHUTE -- A drop in the vent she 
didn't see.

INT. HYADAS - VENTILATION SHAFT - ???

A hole in the ventilation chute having deteriorated over 
time, she falls through.

She SMACKS onto a wall of pipes -- Her OMNITOOL flies out of 
her hand.

The room is lightly lit in orange thanks to the OMNITOOL 
glowing.

She quickly forces her hand into her pocket. Clutching her 
head with her hand.

She pulls out a BLUE SYRINGE. Tares the top off it and drives 
it into her arm -- The ringing AGONY in her head decreases.

The OMNITOOL just past some pipes. She attempts to reach 
through and grab it.

Its just out of reach... she can almost touch it with her 
fingers -- Suddenly through the hole in the ventilation shaft 
above several ANDROIDS begin falling through.

Luckily they fall into a different area in the pipe filled 
space.

Their blue eyes dimly illuminate the dark space -- They begin 
reaching their hands through the pipes in order to reach her.

She SCREAMS as she attempts to reach the OMNITOOL.

Suddenly a hand busts through the wall behind her!

She SCREAMS!

She backs herself against the wall of pipes. The hands of the 
other androids brushing against her shoulder and towards her 
chest to grab her.

Another hand bursts through the wall -- It is split side to 
side, the metal TEARING APART.
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Revealed is a pale white CORRIDOR like many others. Its Roy.

Thank god, Roy...ahhh!

She grabs her by the throat and pulls her away from behind 
the wall out into the stark white CORRIDOR.

INT. HYADAS CORRIDOR - ???

Several of the other decrepit ANDROIDS surround her and her.

They grab her and hold her in place. She struggles as they 
drag her down to --

INT. HYADAS BEDROOM - ???

The bedroom she had slept in day after day -- The floor still 
littered with SYRINGES.

They throw hers onto the floor and she quickly sways her 
hands left and right through the SYRINGES looking for an 
orange one.

Eureka! An ORANGE SYRINGE!

She grabs it.

Clank. Clank. Clank.

The ANDROIDS grab her, as they do she stashes the syringes.

She turns to the Androids - BLAST! BLAST! BLAST!

She unloads the Omnitool at them, till every-one in the room 
is destroyed!

She CLOSES THE DOOR - just outside... Roy - it won't hold 
long.

She grabs the Omnitool and heads over to the large bedroom 
WINDOW -- activates a switch which raises the SHUTTERS -- 
With the Omnitool she writes on the glass!

The shutters close behind her, HIDING what she wrote.

She hides under one of the panels she used to fix!

'Scanning' is spoken by multiple ANDROIDS.

Shortly followed by 'my scanner is broken' from several 
others.

THE DOOR SLIDES OPEN.

Androids pour in.
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They immediately grab her - Roy enters too, wrapping her 
wrist around her chest restraining her.

She WRITHES and SCREAMS!

The Androids carry her over to the bed and pin her down 
across it.

ZOE
Roy! No!

Roy holds her arm over her chest once more to keep her from 
getting up.

A PROJECTION of mother smiling appears at the end of the bed.

MOTHER
You were warned.

Zoe struggles attempting to get free.

An android on the other side of the room tares off the arm of 
another ANDROIDS and begins approaching Zoe.

Zoe WRITHES and wiggles attempting to get free.

ZOE
Roy! No! No!

She opens the CHAMBER to prepare making her enter - She looks 
her dead in the eye.

ZOE (CONT'D)
Roy... please.

She hesitates... Her eyes SCAN HER.

She gestures to her wrist -- Its the controls for the PORTAL 
engaged on a mounted screen to her wrist.

MOTHER
Prepare her.

Roy stops. She turns around to Mother.

ROY
Fuck you.

She releases Zoe.

MOTHER
So disappointing.

Suddenly the barrage of ANDROIDS grab Roy -- They tare at her 
body... prying the MESH and WIRING of her body apart -- Zoe 
watches on in horror as a WEB of animatronic VEINS and BLOOD 
litters the room.
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ZOE
ROY!

One Android stops. It approaches Zoe with haste.

THWACK.

INT. HYADAS BEDROOM - ???

A spine tingling SCREAM bursts from ZOE as she awakens in her 
room. She is a MIDDLE AGED woman in exceptional shape. Her 
hair is SHORT AND STARK BLACK.

Everything is white and clean in the room; it includes a TUBE 
CHAMBER, and a sink. All seem to feature technology greatly 
superior to that of the 21st century.

Zoe wipes a tear out of her eye. She is panting 
uncontrollably -- She pulls herself to her feet... her feet. 
Her legs. Body. It's all familiar yet she's not seen it 
before!

There's a MIRROR on one of the walls by a sink -- She rushes 
over to it. She runs her hands across her face as she 
inspects her appearance.

Like a sudden THWACK in the back of the head an agonizing 
MIGRAINE hits!

Zoe calms herself and looks around her surroundings.

ZOE
(To whomever may hear)

HELLO! HELLO!

She walks to a wall. There is a SWITCH illuminated in green.

SHE ACTIVATES the switch triggering a slider to fall away and 
reveal the wall is in fact a WINDOW -- There burned into the 
window -- 'COLATLO'.

She backs away -- Images flash into her head:

- Roy

- The walker

They ring in her head agonizingly but she can't focus on any -
- Suddenly Mother's projection appears behind her.
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MOTHER
Hello Zoe. You must be very 
confused and I would like to help 
with that. But sadly... we have 
less time than usual.

ZOE
Usual? Who are you?... Who am I?...

MOTHER
I am Mother -- You are my clone. 
You are born for a purpose -- to 
save humanity and soon...

Mother gestures out the window -- amongst the stars that glow 
behind -- a PLANET is looming close.

MOTHER (CONT'D)
Soon you get to do so.

Zoe shakes her head... Somethings wrong but what -- She looks 
closer than the PLANET, at that word burned to the glass 
before it 'COLATLO'.

MOTHER (CONT'D)
Please take a syringe from the 
dispenser, your tools and follow me 
-- I will debrief you on your 
mission.

Suddenly the panels rotate across the chamber and an OMNITOOL 
appears -- She picks it up -- She removes a slider and sees 
its intense settings.

She walks to the window 'COLATLO' -- it must have been 
written with this.

ZOE
I'm not going anywhere.

MOTHER
This is not negotiable -- Another 
failure will result in...

ZOE
I'm not going anywhere till I get 
some fucking answers!

ROY V.O
And some answers you'll get.

A voice echoes across the ships speaker systems.

Suddenly the WHITE lights of the room fall RED -- Mother 
disappears.
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ROY V.O (CONT'D)
Hello Zoe. You do not remember me 
but, I will get you the answers you 
need. First take a blue syringe. It 
will ease your pain.

ZOE
Why should I follow you?

A PROJECTION appears -- Zoe and Rai. Zoe stares at it... 
overwhelmed.

She picks up a Blue Syringe which flies from the dispenser. 
She holds it to her arm -- on her arm -- SCARS.

She injects herself and her pain fades.

ROY V.O
Now as you may be alarmed, feel 
free to bring your weapon -- and 
follow me.

Several Red glowing floor panels turn WHITE highlighting a 
walking path.

INT. ENGINE ROOM - ???

The path leads to a DEAD END.

ROY V.O
This is not a wall -- I admire how 
quickly it was erected though. 
Please blast through it.

She points the Omnitool at a WALL and BLASTS! A long corridor 
follows through.

INT. CORRIDOR - ???

The Corridor floow is a pool of BLUE BLOOD.

She continues to the end of the pathway which reaches a door 
for a MAINTENANCE CLOSER.

She attempts to enter but cant.

ROY V.O
I'm afraid I can't let you in.

Several BLAST doors shut closed around her, trapping her in.

ROY V.O (CONT'D)
I'm dangerous to you. But, I need 
you to trust me. You need you to 
trust me.
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ZOE
I don't... know... Who am I?

ROY V.O
Please Zoe.

ZOE
Zoe...

Zoe is speechless.

ROY V.O
You'll be safe behind these blast 
doors. There are androids 
everywhere. Now take the orange 
syringe stashed in your belt 
compartment.

Zoe pulls the orange syringe from her belt -- surprised to 
find it there.

INT. HYADAS BEDROOM - ???

Roy is surrounded by her own body parts -- She coughs up her 
own blue blood.

Her eye pulled out and head hanging off her neck.

ROY
I have temporarily locked Mother 
out the SHIP... but the signal... 
its stronger now... so be quick.

Sparks fly from her face as he speaks.

INT. HYADAS CORRIDOR - ???

Zoe taps a panel on the door -- it does not open.

ROY V.O
Be aware -- I don't know what 
you'll find when you do...

Zoe tares open the SYRINGE cap.

INT. HYADAS BEDROOM - ???

ROY
If you don't mind though. I might 
have a nap for now.

Roy rests her head back against the wall -- Half of her face 
has been clawed off -- Her wiring litter the ground around 
her -- She is nearly destroyed.
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She powers down.

INT. SHIP CORRIDOR - ???

Zoe rests her head against the spot on the other side of the 
door Roy rests her.

ZOE
Roy... I think I remember you.

No response. A sad sigh.

Here goes nothing...

She injects the ORANGE SYRINGE into her arm.

Suddenly she chokes -- She COUGHS and CLAWS at her head -- 
she bursts out in a BLOODCURDLING SCREAM.

FLASH SHOTS:

HER PARTNER.

HER DAUGHTER.

SCREAMS.

THE PORTAL.

ZOE
Oh... god...

BEGIN FLASHBACK:

SECURITY FOOTAGE - COLATLO - DAY

Security Footage from a SHIPS EXTERIOR descending on a

PLANET.

A SHIP descends towards an unknown PLANET.

An Indigenous SPECIES emerge to see what the ship is. They 
come out of DOME like huts made of glass -- a uniquely 
ADVANCED SPECIES. They are HUMANOID with subtly different 
features.

ARMED ANDROIDS arrive on the planet - They hold their guns up 
to the Indigenous, whom try to communicate before...
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BANG

CUT TO:

The ship is burning, a battle has taken place - Bodies of the 
INDIGENOUS surround others who attempt to fight.

ARCHIVE FOOTAGE - PLANET - DAY

PEOPLE hold PICKET signs in protest on the EARTH-LIKE planet

-- 'LEAVE COLATLO BE'.

EXT. COLATLO - SPACE

A FLEET of SHIPS descend on the PLANET. A highly MILITARIZED 
operation.

INT. COLATLO - DAY

On COLATLO surface - thousands of the INDIGENOUS lay dead. 
Beyond them human colonies begin building.

CUT TO:

INT. HYADAS LIVING QUARTERS - ???

One of the crew, DANIEL, swings round to the table with a 
plate of food.

She tares open a BLUE SYRINGE and drives it into her arm.

He begins chowing down on the protein bar.

The Captain shouts from across the room. She has a gentle 
voice.

CAPTAIN
Don't forget your orange. You'll be 
sorry otherwise!

Jacobs taps on a PANEL on the wall and an ORANGE SYRINGE 
flies out.

JACOBS
Don't know why we don't just 
activate some Androids to make our 
meals.

CAPTAIN
I want us to stay looking after 
ourselves... for now at least.
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He grabs a syringe and drives it in her arm too.

INT. HYADAS CONTROL DECK - ???

Andre and Mother are sat at the front of the control room 
watching the stars fly past.

This CONTROL DECK is much LARGER AND GRANDER than the one Zoe 
believed was the control deck for so long.

Mother leans her head into Andre's shoulder -- He does not 
respond to her.

She begins shaking her head at him.

MOTHER
No... no. no. I know... it's a 
daunting thought but for god sake 
Andre think of what we are doing 
here...

ANDRE
I believe in the cause, you know I 
do. But 10 Million years is an 
acceptable time to be nervous 
about.

MOTHER
We'll make it.

ANDRE
You need to prepare for the fact 
that we may not be the same people 
by the end.

MOTHER
We wont need to be, as long as we 
get there.

Mother leans in towards Andre. She whispers.

MOTHER (CONT'D)
You know only we could do this 
mission. Just as long as we don't 
turn back now.

Andre is concerned.

INT. HYADAS LIVING QUARTERS - ???

Mother is playing a game of ping-pong in the living quarters 
with Andre and a female crew member, CRYS, watching.

Daniel barges into the room.
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DANIEL
Where the fuck am I!?

Mother, Andre and Crys jump up and surround him.

MOTHER
Fuck, he forgot his damn orange.

Andre rushes over to grab one.

DANIEL
(struggling)

Who, who the fuck are you people!? 
Where am I!?... ANSWER ME!

Mother runs at him with a Syringe - frightening him more.

DANIEL (CONT'D)
No!

Daniel SMACKS Mother who falls back, then pounces on Crys.

His hands around her neck he squeezes.

ANDRE
(To a communication 
device)

Captain to living quarters now!

MOTHER
Get off her!

Daniel is choking her.

DANIEL
TELL ME!?

Crys is falling unconscious.

Andre tries to pry him off!

Thinking quick Mother grabs a small metallic wrench from 
under the ping pong table.

ANDRE
Zoe, don't!

She rushes up to Daniel and SMACKS him round the head with 
it!

He flies back. Falling unconscious.

Andre watches on in horror of Mother holding a BLOODIED 
wrench standing over Daniel... She drops the wrench and

WEEPS.
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INT. HYADAS MEETING ROOM - ???

The crew sit around the meeting room, 6 of them now, Daniel 
is dead.

There is an uncomfortable silence.

CAPTAIN
Daniel...

beat.

JACOBS
I have... notified his next of kin. 
However, due to the distance they 
now won't receive it for 4 months.

Mother is sat at the end of the table on her own.

CAPTAIN
Zoe. A case will be made against 
you, but, I will vouch this 
incident was an act of self-
defense.

Mother doesn't respond.

CAPTAIN (CONT'D)
The question must now be asked. We 
have the body of one of our crew on 
board and are a man down for the 
mission. Should we activate the 
portal?

One of the crew members.

CLAUDIA
Surely there's no debate to be had 
here...

ANDRE
Activating the portal at this point 
would --

CLAUDIA
No offense Andre... but you're the 
navigator. I'd rather hear from the 
engineer.

Andre ceases. Mother looks up from the lone spot on the table 
she's been staring at this entire conversation.

MOTHER
We can activate the portal... but 
we'd be abandoning the mission?

CLAUDIA
Fuck. We have to though.
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Mother slides back on her chair, making a scraping sound 
across the floor.

MOTHER
No. We - we can't. We're not 
jeopardizing this mission!

Mother stands up.

CAPTAIN
Sit down Zoe. We will take a vote.

She doesn't sit.

CAPTAIN (CONT'D)
All in favour of activating the 
portal raise your hand.

No one raises their hand... at first.

Andre raises his hand.

Mother looks at him, venom in her eyes.

Claudia joins. An uncomfortable atmosphere.

CAPTAIN (CONT'D)
on 2. For now we remain.

Mother slams her fist on the table.

MOTHER
For now!?

CAPTAIN
Calm. Down. In eight months we will 
hear a response from the family of 
Daniel and the UFHC. We will take a 
vote again then.

Mother storms out the room.

INT. HYADAS KITCHENETTE - ???

Mother sits alone in the corner of a KITCHENETTE.

She watches Andre talk with the Captain from afar.

They are clearly heated.

ANDRE
We have a body on board with a 
Mother back home wishing it was 
there.
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CAPTAIN
Time will tell Andre. We'll hear in 
months.

Crys joins the argument.

CRYS
Maybe he's right.

INT. MOTHER AND ANDRE'S BEDROOM - ???

Laying amongst the projected images of their children, Mother 
and Andre couldn't be further apart.

Mother is sat against the bed.

Andre is fast asleep.

Mother gets up and walks out the room.

Andre wakes up and follows her.

INT. CONTROL DECK - ???

Mother watches out the window of the control deck.

The lights are off for a SIMULATED NIGHT time.

Andre approaches her.

ANDRE
Zoe. Are you okay?

She turns to him, engulfed in DARKNESS. Mother approaches 
him.

MOTHER
This ship... Will stay on its 
mission Andre.

She places her hand on his cheek.

MOTHER (CONT'D)
I'll make sure of it.

Cut to.

INT. HYADAS DECK - ???

Mother is devastated at the end of the table.

Surrounding is the Captain, Andre and Jacobs.
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MOTHER
How can you do this?! This mission 
is more important than - than...

ANDRE
The vote is final Zo - We need to 
go back.

Mother struggles.

MOTHER
No. No. We have another month till 
we hear back from--

CAPTAIN
It's 5 to 1 now.

INT. HYADAS CONTROL DECK - ???

Mother is stood alone watching out the WINDOW at the

DARKNESS.

ANDRE
I'm sorry Zoe. The portal will be 
activated soon... then we can be 
back home.

MOTHER
What if our time is shorter than we 
think? What if this ship really is 
the only thing that keeps Humanity 
alive for - forever?

Andre stops, he moves himself face to face with Mother. She 
attempts to reach her.

ANDRE
Everyone knows how much this means 
to you. Truly Zoe if we get another 
chance I'll join you on the next-

MOTHER
There won't need to be another 
mission Andre. I'm staying.

ANDRE
You - you can't stay!?

She turns to look at him. He knows she's telling the truth.

His head falls into her chest. She holds it.

MOTHER
You were right, we're not the same 
people we were when we started.
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ANDRE
I don't think we've changed much at 
all. We won't let you stay Zoe.

Mother lifts his head to look at her.

MOTHER
You will.

INT. HYADAS - PORTAL ROOM - ???

The RINGS SPIN. The PORTAL is active.

The Crew stand ready to exit the portal.

CAPTAIN
Ready.

INT. HYADAS - MOTHER'S ROOM - ???

Andre and Crys stand outside Mother's room holding Omnitools. 
Crys looks at him - Andre looks on in shame.

They nod.

ANDRE
Zoe. We're going and you're coming 
with us!

They barge into the room with their weapons drawn.

It's empty.

CRYS
Captain - she's not here.

INT. HYADAS - GRID 12 - ???

Roy and the other Androids line up in Grid 12. The same as 
the flashback we saw in Roy.

MOTHER
Drop the guns. You won't need them 
for this...

A Legion of Androids drop their weapons.

Mother stands before them.

INT. HYADAS - PORTAL ROOM - ???

Andre and Crys rejoin the Captain and remaining crew in the 
portal room.
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ANDRE
No sign of her...

CAPTAIN
Shit.

They turn, the PORTAL pulsating behind them.

CAPTAIN (CONT'D)
Any thoughts on where she is?

CRYS
Captain...

Suddenly the LEGION OF ANDROIDS enter. They march through and 
surround the CREW.

Mother enters among them.

ANDRE
What have you done?

MOTHER
I won't allow you to leave this 
ship!

The Crew back off - afraid.

CAPTAIN
This is mutiny.

MOTHER
I don't care. We have to finish 
this mission!

She turns to Andre.

MOTHER (CONT'D)
I need you.

Andre approaches her - several Androids close in as he does. 
He backs off.

ANDRE
Are you going to hurt us Zoe?

MOTHER
If I have to.

ANDRE
We're leaving, Zo. We're leaving. 
You won't be able to control a 
planet by yourself.

MOTHER
I won't need to. I don't care who's 
already there, they can burn for 
all I care. 

(MORE)
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I care about us, all of us, our 
species! That's why we did this 
mission isn't it!?

ANDRE
(Calming)

We'll find a way.

MOTHER
Not with people who aren't willing 
to give everything they have!

She shakes her head... but he steps forward. The Androids 
close in a little more.

He takes another step forward. They do to.

He takes another step and...

MOTHER (CONT'D)
Stop!

The Androids back away. Mother falls to her knees. She sobs.

Andre reaches her - he wraps his arms around her.

MOTHER (CONT'D)
Go.

ANDRE
And let you stay.

MOTHER
For Rai's sake. Please.

ANDRE
I don't think this is what she 
wanted.

She looks at him.

MOTHER
Go!

The Androids form a wall between her and Andre.

Andre heads back to the Captain.

ANDRE
She's staying.

CAPTAIN
You're serious?

With one look. She believes him.

The Crew enter the Portal.

MOTHER (CONT'D)
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Andre looks back to Mother for one hopeful glance. She 
doesn't look up at him.

SHWOP!

The Crew have vanished. The Portal deactivates.

Mother is left alone.

INT. CONTROL DECK - ???

Mother sits watching out into space from the control deck.

TIME LAPSE.

STARS, COSMIC CLOUDS and all of the WONDERS of SPACE whiz 
past as the ship travels.

Mother, alone. Watches. Cries. Screams. Tares at her hear.

Her breathing frantic.

END TIME LAPSE.

DARKNESS surrounds her.

MOTHER
(To herself)

Never turn back. Never stop. Never 
end. Find a way. Keep going.

EXT. HYADAS GRID 14 - ???

Out on the SPACESHIP exterior she uses her OMNITOOL to begin 
altering a mechanism.

The name on it. 'Life Control'.

INT. HYADAS DECK - ???

She stands before a PROJECTION camera, recording herself 
speak.

MOTHER
I am Zoe too. But to you I am 
Mother. You are my clone.

INT. GRID 12 - ANDROIDS - ???

Mother presses a small PANEL on the side of a large doorway.
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'REPROGRAM ANDROIDS'
A voice prompt appears and the 
PANEL changes to an open type 
screen.

SHIP
Please begin programming the 
Androids for your required needs.

INT. SHIP CORRIDOR - ???

The same CORRIDOR Zoe had awoken to.

She uses the OMNITOOL to wield metal into the form of a wall.

It takes her several days to completely wield herself in.

INT. SHIP BEDROOM - ???

She double checks each of the syringe DISPENSERS.

She pulls up a small PANEL.

MOTHER
These are pre-recorded messages - 
no communication or interaction 
between the two of us will be 
possible.

A pass code prompt appears. She enters her pass code.

Setting a lock on the orange filter.

CUT TO:

She lays down in the bed CHAMBER.

Clawing at her head as the pain of not taking an ORANGE 
SYRINGE begins to kick in.

She stops. She breathes. And slowly she falls unconscious.

INT. HYADAS BEDROOM - ???

A spine tingling SCREAM bursts from Zoe as she awakens in her 
room. She is a MIDDLE AGED WOMAN in EXCEPTIONAL SHAPE. Her 
hair is SHORT AND STARK BLACK.

Zoe wipes a tear out of her eye. She is panting 
uncontrollably. She climbs out of her bedsheets. She wears 
nothing but UNDERGARMENT that resemble CHAIN ARMOUR.

She watches her chest as she breathes in and out.
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Like a sudden THWACK in the back of the head an agonizing 
MIGRAINE hits!

Arghh!

Zoe calms herself and looks around her surroundings.

ZOE
(To whomever may hear)

HELLO! HELLO!

END FLASHBACK.

INT. CORRIDOR - ???

Zoe is sat outside the room Roy has locked himself again.

She remembers everything.

ZOE
Oh... God...

She looks up the SHIP. She looks at her hands. Covered in the 
BLOOD of ANDROIDS.

ROY V.O
Zoe... what did you see?

beat.

ZOE
(To Herself)

The stars and the planets and us. 
The stars and the planets and us.

ROY V.O
Zoe!

She snaps out of it. She begins sobbing!

ROY V.O (CONT'D)
What did you see?

ZOE
I'm not a clone Roy. I'm her. Every 
time I was her. I forgot each day 
each time I went to sleep. That's 
what the orange was. I think... 
She's broken. She's me.

ROY V.O
But, you are not broken.

Zoe controls her sobbing. She grips her head tightly.
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ROY V.O (CONT'D)
What are you going to do?

ZOE
I remember what she intends to 
do... I can't let that happen 
anymore.

Zoe stands up and walks to a window ahead of her.

She looks out at the stars, the clouds, the universe.

ZOE (CONT'D)
We didn't just colonized, with you 
as our army we burned our way 
through the stars. I'm gonna turn 
this ship away... and end our 
eternity out here.

ROY V.O
Are you sure?

Zoe has already gone.

INT. CORRIDOR - ???

Zoe walks down a long CORRIDOR leading out into the Plaza.

The floor of the CORRIDOR is littered with deactivated

ANDROIDS.

She is careful not to step over them, yet strides on towards 
her goal hastily.

INT. PLAZA - ???

The green gardens stationed amongst the vista of all the 
SHIPS floors is painted in the BLOOD of the ANDROIDS.

Onward.

She approaches the lift. Pulls open one of the Panels.

'Access Code Required'.

Zoe pauses. She types: 'Rai'.

'Access Granted, ELEVATOR lockdown - Disengaged.'

The ELEVATOR slides up from the floor bellow and opens its 
double doors to her.
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INT. CONTROL DECK - ???

The doors of the ELEVATOR slide open. Zoe is faced with the 
control deck. It's perhaps the most technologically advanced 
of all the rooms. In excellent condition. In the center a 
HOLOGRAM OF THE GALAXY SWIRLS. Past that sits the chairs of 
each crew member, facing a gigantic open window.

Out the window faintly in the distance the inhabited planet 
is steadily approaching.

Sat in the Captain's chair is the rogue program of Mother. 
She is watching out the window.

ZOE
Zoe!

MOTHER
I did everything we wanted. I'm 
forging our way into the future! 
Humanity soaring forever. We're so 
close now... gravity is doing the 
work for us, we're being pulled in. 
Minutes to go.

Her voice seems somber, yet cursing herself in frustration.

ZOE
Minutes. We're so fast we'll hit 
the planet like an asteroid...

MOTHER
Wiping out the species below. Yet 
the shields will keep us intact...

ZOE
No... It's over Zoe.

Zoe walks past Mother to the window. She watches out at the 
planet approaching.

Mother SMIRKS... but it fades.

Zoe turns around to find herself face to face with her 
younger self. Who is phasing in and out of her projected 
form.

ZOE (CONT'D)
I've seen it now.

MOTHER
So you've seen what I did to get us 
here.

ZOE
I've seen what I did. The thousands 
of years it took. 

(MORE)
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You made me believe I was a clone, 
but I'm you... the you.

Zoe approaches Mother.

ZOE (CONT'D)
You believe... all we can be is 
existing... pressing onward through 
time. But reality is this right 
here... You don't know that because 
I didn't!

Mother is silent. Watching straight through Zoe.

They make eye contact. For one brief moment, perhaps Zoe 
could reach her.

Mother jolts up out the chair.

Her PROJECTION flickers, from anger, sadness...

MOTHER
No... I watched you believe you 
would die... several million times. 
Each time. At the end -- you 
smiled?

Beat.

ZOE
You don't know what it's like to 
face your own death. But, I 
remember each of the times I 
thought I was dying. I remember the 
fear I felt, the panic and the want 
to keep going. But... eventually 
the comfort, I accepted that 
everything must have an end. Like 
Rai once did. Maybe even when I 
forgot her, she was still with me.

The projection flickers uncontrollably -- It was never 
prepared for what it just heard.

Zoe pulls up an option on the PANEL.

'Delete Program: Artificial 'Mother''

Suddenly Mother darts forward at Zoe, a monstrosity of 
projected light!

Zoe SCREAMS. The projection dissolves before it reaches her.

Panting, she calms herself. Mother is gone.

Zoe pulls up a new option.

'Portal: De-activate'.

ZOE (CONT'D)
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ZOE (CONT'D)
And tomorrow.

She looks out at the planet ahead. She selects the option.

SHIP
Power re-stabilizing. Engine 
Control, available.

ZOE
Navigation path manual control.

SHIP
Please alter navigation.

A small hologram of the SHIP appears ahead, Zoe alters its 
trajectory.

SHIP (CONT'D)
There is no inhabited planet in 
this direction, however, we have 
found three potentially suitable 
for a new colony.

She ponders for a moment.

ZOE
Confirmed.

EXT. HYADAS - ???

The almighty SHIP SWERVES SIDEWAYS, the view of the planet 
away falls to the left -- The SHIPS ENGINES THUNDER into 
action and with an almighty pulse it jolts hastily forward. 
As it flies forward it leaves behind STARS, PLANETS AND 
SYSTEMS.

It SHOOTS further out, picking up speed.

Cosmic clouds whiz past, the MAGNIFICENT LIGHT SHOW OF SPACE 
RETURNS -- Finally it SHOOTS out until the humongous galaxy 
it is exiting surrounds it, progressively getting smaller and 
smaller.

Ahead there is only stars. And DARKNESS.

INT. CONTROL DECK - ???

Zoe sits on the captains chair in the control deck alone -- 
She watches out the window as the stars fly past. For a brief 
moment, she finally feels relaxed.

Suddenly it is stopped by a same ringing MIGRAINE in her 
head.
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She pulls out one of the BLUE SYRINGES she had left in her 
pocket.

She tares it open and prepares to stab it into her arm.

However instead drops it onto the floor

She SMIRKS.

ZOE
SHIP, scan for any life-forms - 
focus search on ANDROIDS.

SHIP
Confirmed. Scan complete. One life-
form, currently not in a state of 
conscious.

ZOE
Can you patch me through?

SHIP
Confirmed.

ZOE
Roy?... Roy?!... Wake up!

ROY
(Voice)

Is this how humans traditionally 
wake one another up?

She smirks.

ZOE
Why ask when you already know?

INT. SHIP BEDROOM - ???

Roy props himself up from the wall he was resting against.

ROY
It is rhetorical. Why are you still 
on-board?

INT. CONTROL DECK - ???

Zoe grins as she watches the stars fly past.

ZOE
It's a long story... Roy, I want 
you to listen to me. I'm too - too 
volatile. In 12 hours we're going 
to have to say goodbye.
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INT. SHIP BEDROOM - ???

Roy lowers her head. But nods.

ROY
Are you sure?

ZOE O.S
I'm sure...

ROY
Perhaps I will do the same.

ZOE O.S
No, Roy. You can go on --

ROY
No. I think I want to sleep now. 
Would you believe with all my 
system errors, I feel tired.

ZOE O.S
I... I do believe that.

ROY
When you sleep. Do you not think it 
would be best I join you?

ZOE O.S
Okay... okay. You can join me.

Roy rests her head back. 

INT. CONTROL DECK - ???

Zoe continues.

ROY V.O
What do you think will happen to 
the UFHC?

ZOE
They get however long they're 
sustained now... they may even try 
another ship like this. But they 
had their chance - maybe whatever 
species is on that planet is 
destined for something greater than 
we us.

ROY V.O
Humans will likely still live on - 
it's in their nature.

ZOE
This ship may arrive at a planet 
suitable for activating the portal. 

(MORE)
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It's up to you if you wan't to, 
Roy. I can't make that decision 
now. If you can find a way to 
survive, Roy, do it.

Beat.

ROY V.O
Can you tell me what Colatlo was? 
I'd very much like to know.

Beat.

ZOE
They uurm, well they found a planet 
-- inhabited by an advanced 
indigenous people. Almost lost to 
the charts so they thought. And 
when they got there - they sent in 
the androids first.

ROY V.O
Like me?

ZOE
Yes. First they tried to contain 
them. Section them to areas of the 
planet and kill any who refused. 
But the indigenous resisted andÂ  
there was a war... A slaughter. 
Until only one was left.

ROY V.O
Just one?

ZOE
Just one, and he showed them 
something - deep underground in the 
planet... an ancient Earth ship 
that spawned their entire 
civilization... Colony Atlas One.

ROY V.O
A colony ship? They were human.

ZOE
They were. And then -- well Roy its 
a long story.

ROY V.O
Please Zoe. We have plenty of time 
to tell it.

Zoe smiles. She shifts her weight and gets comfortable in the 
chair.

ZOE (CONT'D)
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The eternal darkness of space faces her.

FADE OUT.
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